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Queensland Health Payroll System
Commission of Inq uiry

CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING CUSTOMER REFERENCE SITES
NO.

DESCRIPTION

DATE

PAGINATION

06.03.2007
5.30pm

1-6

09.08.2007

7

VOLUMElOFl
I.

Email Kevin Keogh to Lochlan Bloomfield re QH
ESS/MSS/ASS request
Attachment: Workbrain Cisco Solution sheet

2.

3.

4.

5.

Email Lochlan Bloomfield to Paul Suprenant cc Chris
Prebble re client references for awards engine

9.23am

Email Paul Surprenant to Lochlan Bloomfield cc Jason
Cameron, Chris Prebble, Brooke Freeman and Sara
Simpson ry CorpTech Solutions Option - Clarification
Request

09.08.2007

Email Paul Surprenant to Kevin Keogh cc Lochlan
Bloomfield and Chris Prebble re CorpTech Workbrain
requests

09.08.2007
2.01pm

Email Kevin Keogh to Lochlan Bloomfield re references
and powerpoints

10.08.2008
4.39pm

16-19

8-10

12.00pm

11-15

Attachment: Powerpoint 3 slides
6.

Email Kevin Keogh to Paul Surprenant cc Lochlan
Bloomfield re References

14.08.2007
2.27pm

20

7.

Email Joseph Sullivan to Johan Visser, Lochlan
Bloomfield cc Paul Surprenant, Jason Cameron and
Nitin Deshmuld1 re Clarification Question 16

09.10.2007
10.57am

21-26

8.

Email Lochlan Bloomfield to Kevin Keogh cc Paul
Surprenant and Joseph Sullivan re CorpTech reference

10.10.2007
2.39pm

27

9.

Email Kevin Keogh to Johan Visser cc Lochlan
Bloomfield re clarification question 16

11.10.2007
12.20pm

28-33

10.

Email Kevin Keogh to Lochlan Bloomfield cc Paul
Surprenant and Joseph Sullivan re CorpTech Reference

11.10.2007
12.36pm

34-35

11.

Email Lochlan Bloomfield to Kevin Keogh cc Johan
Visser re clarification question 16

11 .10.2007
1.05pm

36-42

12.

Email Kevin Keogh to Johan Visser cc Lochlan

11.10.2007

43-52
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Bloomfield re Clarification question 16

5.18pm

13.

Email Kevin Keogh to Johan Visser cc Lachlan
Bloomfield re Clarification question 16

11.10.2007
5.35pm

53-62

14.

Email Lachlan Bloomfield to Kevin Keogh cc Paul
Surprenant, Joseph Sullivan, Nitin Deshmuld1 and Jason
Cameron reNew Workbrain Agenda

15.10.2007
8.08am

63-66

15.

Email Kevin Keogh to Johan Visser cc Lachlan
Bloomfield re Clarification question 16- Bunnings

15.10.2007
11.11am

67-75

16.

Email Lachlan Bloomfield to Maree Blakeney cc Paul
Surprenant, Johan Visser re Clarification question 16Bunnings

15.10.2007

76

17.

Email Lachlan Bloomfield to Kevin Keogh cc Paul
Surprenant and Johan Visser rePresentation SessionsURGENT

4.28pm

15.10.2007
4.36pm

77-88

24.10.2007

89-102

Attachments:
Gartner, Market Scope for Retail Time and Labor
Applications
IBM Presentation outline "Application product mixWorkbrain Conceptual model" dated 17 October 2007
Document entitled "Workbrain solutions for the public
sector"
18.

Email Lachlan Bloomfield to Kevin Keogh cc Paul
Surprenant re CorpTech. Workbrain Performance
Metrics
Attachments:
Document entitled "Workbrain certified benchmark"
Document entitled "Workbrain certified benchmark"
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12.13 pm

F rom: Kevin Keogh
To: l_och lan Bloomfield

CC:
8CC:
Sent Dat e: 2007-03-06 05:30:41 :000
Received Date: 2007-03-06 05:54:56:000
Subject: RE: QH ESS/MSS/ASS request
Attachments : Workbrain Cisco solution sheet.pdf

Lachlan
The fo llowing is a summary- I am afraid it may be a bit disjointed, but
r ·'·'en the time it may be more of a discussion starter.

(

Jrkbrain's average customer site is between 25,000 and 30,000
employees.
Australia Post are live national ly for almost 25,000 employees and
Woolworths is rolling Workbrain out to more than 100,000 employees in
Australia alone. As with most of our clients, each employs a combination
of ESS methods to ensure both end-user adoption and ease of
administration .
Workbrain has hundreds of customers and we find there are many
similarities between various industry types. For example Healthcare and
Transportation have similar challenges. At our airline customer sites,
as with Healthcare, they also have an aging population, and they both
have employees that have limited computer or technology exposure. At our
transportation and airline clients, ESS was made available to staff and
the results following deployment prove that the benefits are far more
( ~ ~sily realised than the Executives expected. For the major US airlines
1\lorth America (wher_e technology literacy has been historically very
v), approximately 30% of 'ori~duty' staff have interacted with the ESS
system on any one day for Leave Applications, viewing Rosters, Shift
Swapping or Shift Bidding, or updating their Availability. A far higher
adoption rate than was expected.
Healthcare organisations have had similar experiences. They tend to
deploy PCs in a manner that leads to many end-users having only-shared
access to a common machine. Workbrain understands this and has deployed
our solution to help alleviate this challenge. Customers have a choice
of how they can mix and match end-user access. They can choose to deploy
all or some of the following options:
1) Dedicated PCs: Typically only available to knowledge workers and
managers including payroll, central staffing, and unit managers.
2) Shared PCs or Kiosks: Shared PCs can be deployed in common areas
such as nursing stations, break rooms, locker rooms or dedicated work
spaces. They can even be deployed as "kiosks". End users will need

1

·their own log-on information in order to en sure security to thei r
inform ation but, the computers can be share d. 1\Jo special software is
needed on the compu ter other th an a browser. Therefore these machines
can be low-cost network appliances or horne based or remote computers,
should th e Qld Health corporate firewall be set up accordingly.
NOTE 1: Most organisations can demonstrate a huge improvement in staff
retention by facilitating self service for staff to enter thei r
availability and check information on line or by phon e. This has
significant impact in making the hospitals and agencies easier to do
business with and
in turn, en sures ability to manage a healthy work/ life balance, happier
staff as well as fidelity from staff in casual or agency pools.
NOTE 2: Workbrain now deploys EPAK for all clients (End User Perform ance
--:elerator Kit). This was not part of th e orig inal Qld Govt offering at
time of licensi ng, but is still available at extra cost. EPAK is a
1text sen sitive, on-line e-Learning solution specifically for the
".orkbrain application. It guarantees the highest possible end user
adoption and a reduction in both initial and ongoing training costs of
greater than 50%. This is perfectly suited for remote or casual staff,
staff th at are not technology savvy or experienced, and most
importantly, ensures a consistent user experience and high degree of
skill maintenance over time.
3) VOIP phones: Workbrain has recently announced a partnership with
Cisco Systems to use VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) phones as
end-user devices for many common transactions. This may be a low cost
solution if the organisation has already deployed VOIP phones, or who
may be pl anning to do so in the near future to leverage an integrated
voice/data network and drive savings based upon use of a low cost,
dedicated IP network for all communications. Cisco phones will become a
· 't cost version of time clocks
·hout the perceived "big brother" cultural impact.
Telephone based interaction s via an IVR based solution are well
s uited to org anisations th at want to ensure high adoption without
incurring a cultural reaction ag ainst "time clocks" etc. and also take
advantage of universal acceptance and ease of use of the phone. The
Phone/ IVR solution applies a Voice XML standard the way a Portal or
Intranet based solution leverages an XML based standard. The solution
can also offer Voice recognition for rapid transaction times and
f lexibility. This is the lowest cost option as we are able to offer a
'per transaction' based cost model and we have Voice Solution
specialists based in Queensland.

' •J

5. Time Clocks: Tirne clocks are useful data collection devices that may
a llow you to avoid adding PCs. However, you will find that low-end,
generic PCs can be less costly and potentially more useful. Time clocks
a re generally accepted in Manufacturing and Retail or high security
environments. Access control deployments have also fostered acceptance
of "clocking", and speed of throughput for high traffic areas may
justify th e expense, however infrastructure costs are high by comparison

2

with Phone or IVR based solution s.
6. Home PC use or remote access: If you allow the end users to access
the system vi a the Internet, they may choose to perform functions from
their home or remote location. This is in essence, a configuration and
security question. Should your firewall be set up to enable this type of
capability, the benefits are manifold, including productivity gains
through swift and broad dissemination of information for all staff;
staff retention benefits; ease of doing business with the Dept or
Agencies; work/ life ·balance- documenting availability to suit
lifestyles and age; less time wastage for nursing or unit managers when
replacing or finding staff; reduction in administration time for nursing
or unit managers - allow staff to do their chosen work, rather than
adm ini strative and often repetitive or seem ingly
non-constructive or mundane work.
opy to discuss the specifics. A scoping exercise of a week or two
'Jid enable us to better recommend and documeht a more specific
"''rategy. Please take a look at the attachment and feel free to forward
it should the client is looking for some collateral.
The great outcome for Health is that wh atever the user interface
mechanism - Workbrain treats all transactions the same and manages them
all from a central location on a central database. Complexity and scale
are not an issue.
Regards,
Kevin

1

' -

'Vin

~<eogh

neral Manager Asia Pacific
Workbrain
Tel : +61 (0) 3 9674 0440
Fax: +61 (0) 3 967 4 0400
Mobile: +61 (0)
kkeogh@workbrain.com
Total Workforce Management. Enable Business Performance.
Please access this hyperlink to read the full text of Workbrain's
forward-looking statements disclaimer.

-.. ---Original Message-----
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From: Lachlan Bloon1field [rn ailto:lochl an .bloomfield@au1.ibrn.com] ·
S ent Friday, March 02, 2007 6:17PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Subject: QH ESS/MSS/ASS request
1-<:evin,
As discussed, despite the multitude of question s originally proposed
(from
Oakton), the nub of their request boiled down to:
01-1 are clear that when the recieve the standard offering, it is
their responsibility to deploy ESS in such a way that it will
gain
acceptance by all troops (from cleaner to admin istrator to nurse
to
r~~--:tor).

1

-rt is, they need to determine the initial view on their ESS
>loyment model (e.g. ESS will be deployed to adm inistrators via
ucsktop PC, to cleaners via form s and ASS, to nurses and doctors
via
kiosks).
As such, they are looking for lessons learned (from other
clients)
on what deployment options work and what don't (e.g. nurses hate
kiosks so don't even bother etc).
Based on these lessons learned they will be confident to determine
and
cost an appropriate ESS deployment model.
The have until Friday next week to complete the high-level costing to
be
sent to the QH EMT (to be a placeholder in the budget).
01-1 has emphasised that we shouldn't spend too much time on this and
'-

'JPY to talk directly to clients if we have client contacts.
, ne case study snippets you mentioned would be great. Perhaps for each
different type of channel (e.g. kiosk, phone etc), we could give one
sn ippet. We could then present this to them and talk about it to give
more
information and give them an opportunity to ask questions.
Also attached is the breakdown of different audience/user types inside
QH,
which will be effected by the ESS solution.
If you could get back to me by Monday morning that would be great.
Cheers
Lachlan

(See attached file: Data Analysis- Users.doc)
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Workbrain- Cisco- solution - sheet.pd"f
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Workbra in and Cis~o have partn ered to redefine th e
workp loce,

bringing

you

th e

m ost

significant

enho nceme nt to time clocks in the past 100 years.
lnti'Oducing Workbrain-Cisco unifi ed vo ice and data
solutions, c1 revolution in workforce m c1nag em ent th c1t
leverag es Ci sco 's unique vo ice and data network to
provid e th e first bi-d irectional, interoctive dota captu 1·e

A Shared Vision
Workplace

for

the

New

Togeth er, Workb rai n and C isco are destroying th e
bon·iers of tmdition ol tim e capture devices, such as
cost, prevalen ce, and infrostructure. The solutio ns clilow
fo r the

receipt and de li ve ry of job

d ota at the

point- of-work, con necting employees, empl oyers and

device ot the point-of-wa d<- through th e phon e.

wo rkfo rce manogement systems in real-time.
By partnerin g wi th
wo ddorce

Cisco,

manogem ent

Workb roi n i s th e first

ven d or

to

develop

an

interactive, bi-directionol doto captu1·e device between
the emp loyee, manag er and wo.rkforce monagement
sys tem -

a soluti on !h ot w ill

mc1ke cumbersome,

And, by removing the impro ctical ity of "commuting" to
sing le-use, expensive tim e clocks , Workbroin-Cisco
unifi ed voice ond dclfo so lutions enab les employees to
inte1·act w ith workforce management system s with littl e
effort. As a result, employers can capture more timely

expensive time cl ocks a thing of th e post.

and gwn ular job information to goin insight into criti ccli
With Workbra in- Cisco unified voice and dc1to so lutions,
emp loyees

ca n

punch

in

or

out,

compl ete

job

lobar data and dramati ca ll y enhance th e lin k between
co rp o rate goa ls and workforce operations.

transoctio ns ond connect in real -time with supervi sors
through th e phone. Co mbined with Work bwin' s leadin g
proactive cli erts ond notifico tion s, Wod<brain's toted
workforce manog ement soluti on is the indust1-y's mo st
seomless interchang e b etween yo u and yo ur workforce.

Unifying the Organization
Workbrai n-Ci sco unified voice and dcl!o solutions offer
c1n

entirely

new

clos s

of

intem ctive

workforce

ma nag em ent. Never befo re has such a cost-effective
point-of-ca pture device been ava ilabl e to !rock and
monage lobar. By leveroging Cisco's IP phone on d
unique voice c~nd dolo netwo d<, Workbra in is helpin g
connect employe es and monagers in real-tim e, ot th e
point-of-work.
Th e

Workbrc1in-Ci sco

soluti ons

cdso

offer

unprece dented occessibility to data captu re in th e
wo d<place by leveraging a n orgonization's invest ment

f or illustraf ive purpose on ly.

in its existing IP phon es . No new hmdware is needed just c1 s th e badge replaced th e time card , th e ph one
repla ces th e time clock .
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l oc hlcm
Blo omfield/A ushalia/IBM

09/08/2007 09:23AM
Default custom expiration

To Paul Surprenant/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc Chris Prebble/ Austra lia/Contr/IBM
bee
Subject Fw: Client references for Awards Engin e

date of 08/08/2008

Sorry, Kevin's number is

----- Forwarded b y Lachlan Bloomfield / Australia/IBM on 09/08/2007 09:22AM -From:
To:
Cc:
Dote:
Subject:

Loch/an Bloomfield/ Austra lia/IBM
Paul Surprenant/ Australia/IBM@ IBMA U
Chris Prebble/ Australia/Contr/IBM
09/08/2007 09:21AM
Client references for A wards Engin e

Paul,
I spoke to Kevin Keogh yesterday evening and updated him on Corp Tech's client reference
request. He has suggest two clients, Woolworths and Bunnings.
Kevin suggested you ca ll him directly to discuss and he can supply the contact details . I will
let you liaise directly with him. We do need to check that the reference sites apply to
enterprise timesheeting as well (although this may not be a big problem depending on our
position on this) .
Thanks
Loch

7

Re: Fw: CmpTec h Solution Options

D

Clarificati on Req uest' [i

Paul Surprenant to: Lachlan Bloomfield
Cc: Jason Cameron, Chris Prebble, Brooke Freeman, Sara Simpson
Custom expircdion clcrte: 09/ 08/ 2008

09/08/2007 12:00 PM
Show Details

Hi,

Got some good news from Kevin. He'll be contacting Woolies and Bunnings today to ask
th em to act as referals and take questions from Corp Tech. He's confident both will provide a
very good picture of WB and its capabilities and strengths . He asks about dates/times
Corp Tech wants to contact them. Doing it tomorrow would be very difficulty. Client
contacts are very busy. He's confident early next week is viable.
Kevin is pulling tog eth er a list of comparab ly sized WB clients in NA and Europe on SAP (e.g.,
Toronto Police, JC Penneys, Best Buy, etc. )
Bunnings is on Oracle, not SAP, but there are many similarities between how WB is b eing used
th ere and what we've proposed to Corptech, e.g., single platform for awards. Bunnings has
30,000 employees nationally and internationally. Implementation took about 5 months.
Woolies is on SAP; they have not finished implementing WB, yet, which wi ll be their single
awards engine. They are rolling out parts of it now. It w ill be rolled out to Austra lia and NZ,
about 200,000 employees.
Timesh eeting is part of the Time and Attendance module . As I understand, T&A is covered by
the Enterprise agreeme nt, but I'll follow up. T&A is a common feature in implementations. It's
often the front end of zero-to-gross proc essing. Enterprise wide timesheeting and
zero-to-gross is being done at (based on my notes during call) :
o Citibank (360,000 employees, 19 countries, with pay processing done on PeopleSoft)
o
Target (360,000(?) employees in NA, 5 timezon es, 1500-2000 stores, with pay processing
done on PS or Oracle)
o
Wa lmart (1 million employees, no other details at moment)
Kevin will ask Cindy Williams to pull together slide or two on how timesheeting works in WB .

Message io CorpTech
I'm worried about diluting our rT1essage to CorpTech that th ere are better of ways doing
things if we tell them we can support both CATS and WB tim esheeting. Yes, it is true both can
be supported, but unless there's a business imperative to support both I strongly believe we
tell them we recommend single platform timesheeting as their optimal action . There will be
change implications associated with this, of course, and these need to b e understood, so we
will work with th em to figure out the magnitude of the cha nge, etc.
We don't need to die on the cross for single timesheeting, as there may be valid reasons to
support two platforms, but to say we can do both because somebody has an initial concern
about WB does not help our message as a value-adding busin ess partner with an
indepe ndent voice. It wou ld cost more to support both, anyway, e.g., dual development,
dual maintenance, project management, roll-out complexity (in which a release has both
WB and CATS timesheeting), etc.
Cheers .

Paul Surprenant
(61 ) 2 9478 8455 office
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70 88455 Tieline
(61) 40 1 993 71 1 mobile
Paui.Surprenant@au 1.ibm.com
Lachlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM

~I

LJ··.- · 1
L._

Lochlcm
Bloomfield / AusiTalia/ IBIVI

To Paul Surprenant/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

09/08/2007 10:13 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw : CorpTech Solution Options- Clarification
RequestD

Paul,
That sounds fine, you can b e the point of contact. Don't worry, when Kevin and I spoke
yesterday he suggested that you call him to progress this. He obviously needs to speak to his
client contacts, but thought this wou ld happen this morning.
Cheers
Lachl an
Paul Surprenant
From:
To:
Date:
Subjed:

· 'Hi Lachlan,

09/08/2007 09:37:24

AM

Pau l Surprenant/ Australia/IBM
Lachlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM@IBMAU
09/08/2007 09:37AM
Re: Fw: Corp Tech Solution Options - Clarification Request

Hi Lachlan,
Kevin may feel he's being bombarded by IBMers from a ll sides. If you wont I can be th e point
of contact for them.
I've tried ca lling him this morning at 9:30 per agreement, but I'm worried he may be thinking
that he's already answered our questions.
Cheers.

Paul Surprenan t
(61) 2 9478 8455 office
70 88455 Tieline
(61) 401 993 711 mobile
Poui.Surprenont@au 1.ibm.com
Lachlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM
Lochlan
Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM

09/08/2007 09:24AM

To kkeogh@workbrain.com
cc Paul Surprenant/ Australia/IBM@IBMAU, Chris
Prebble/ Australia/Contr/IBM, Julian Bird
<Julian.Bird @infor.com>
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Subject Fw: Corp Tech Solution Options- Clarification Request

Kevin,
Here is a copy of the clarification request frorn Corp Tech we discussed.
Paul or Chris wi ll be in touch.
Cheers
Loch ian

-Forwarded by Lachlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM on 09/ 08/ 2007 09 :23AM---From:
To:
Date:
Subjed:

Maree.Biakeney@corptech.qld.gov.au
Lachlan Bloomfield/Australia/ IBM@JBMAU, Corptech
Services/ Australia/Contr/ IBM@IBMA U
08/08/2007 03:09 PM
CorpTech Solution Options- Clarification Request

HI Lochlan,
Please find attached clarification request 1 for your response by 12 noon
tomorrow. If you have any issues with the time frame, please Jet me know
as soon as possible.
(See attached file: 001_Ciarification_IBM_070808.doc)
Cheers
Moree
Moree Blakeney
Manager, Resource Management Unit

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ---- ----------Fin Business Admin & Contracts I CorpTech
Level 6, 61 Maty Street, Brisbane, 4000
Phone: 3227 7552 ext 77552
rnailto:maree.blakeney@corptech.qld.gov.au

============================================================
001_Cl arificatron_IBr·•1_07 0808.doc
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From: Paul Surpren ant
To : Kevin Keogh
CC : Lachlan Bloomfield; Chris Prebble

BCC :
Sent Date: 2007-08-09 02:01:15:000
Received Date: 2007-08-09 02:01:17:000
Subj ect: RE: CorpTech. Workbrain Requests
Attach ments :

Hi Kevin,
T hanks for the info. Very helpful.
(

. timesheeting, does CorpTech's enterprise licen se include Time and Attend ance?
Cheers.

Paul Surprenant
(61) 2 9478 8455 office
70 88455 Tieline
(61) 401 993 711 mobile
Paui.Surprenant@au1.ibm.com

"Kevin Keogh" <Kevin .Keogh@infor.com>

I ' .

,
. I
'•t/
_ _ "Kevin Keogh" <Kevin .Keogh@infor.com>

LJ/08/2007 11 :24 PM
To
"Julian Bird" <Julian .Bird@ infor.com>

cc
Paul Surprenant!Australia/IBM@IBMAU

Subject
RE: CorpTech. Workbrain Requests

11

Hi Paul
Julian forwarded your requests 'co me.
I am happy to discuss at 9.30 Thursday.
My numbers are below.
Regards
l<evin
Kevin 1-<eogh 1 Director HCM 1 Workbrain - now lnfor I Ph: +61 (0) 3 9674
0440 I Fax: -:-61 (0) 3 9674 0400 I Mobile: +61 (
·in.keogh@infor.com I
;Jister Now! I I nforum 2007 I The Sands Expo I Las Vegas, September
· "'-12 I www.inforum2007.com I where it all comes together for you!

This transmittal and/or attachments may be a confidential
attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged or
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that you have received this transmittal in error; any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this transmittal is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this transmittal and/or attachments in
error, please notify us immediately by reply or by telephone (call us
collect at +1 781-334-4239) and immediately delete this message and all
its attachments.

-Original Message-----

>m: Julian Bird
uent: Wednesday, August 08, 2007 5:27 PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Subject: Fw: CorpTech. Workbrain Requests
Importance: High
Kevin,
Can you help with this?
Regards
Julian

-----Original Message ----From: Paul Surprenant <Paui.Surprenant@aui .ibm.com>
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Lochlan Bloomfield <lochlan.bloomfield@au1 .ibm.com>; Chris Prebble
<cprebble@au1. ibm .com>; Jason Cameron <jason.cameron@au1 .ibm.com>
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S ent: Wed Aug 08 03:13:48 2007
S ubject: RE: CorpTech . Workbrain Requests

Hi Julian,
We sent Corp Tech our submiss ion. It was quite well received, in
particular the idea of consolidating awards on Workbrain as a single
awards engine,
CorpTech is so intrigued ·(hey have follow up questions:
"'
What clients, if any, has Workbrain been implemented as the
single awards engine in conjunction with SAP 1-lR/Payroll as the HR ERP?
Corp Tech asks whether sim ilarly sized or sim ilarly complex organisation s
·,e. implemented this configuration. ANZ clients are ideal but clients
·.
Tl 1\!orth America, Europea and other parts of the world are fine.
:~t i ons would be very helpful. .

t

*
Wh at cl ients, if any, have used Workbrain timesheets enterprise
wide? Are there any specific selling messages we can introduce? W e've
suggested that Corp Tech consider consolidating timesheeting on
\Norkbrain, in conjunction with the sing le awards engine. They are
currently looking at Workbrain timesheets for rostering agencies and
CATS for non-rostering agencies. Would W orkbrain timesheeting
introduce cost savings and/or processing simplification over integration
with CATS?
*
CorpTech requests they tall< to a client in which Workbrain is
the single awards engine. Can you organise something here? We
explained that this may not be possible to set up immediately. We'll
work with you and CorpTech to clarify purpose of the call, define
agenda, etc.

n we talk Thursday at 9:30am for about 10 minutes?

Paul Surprenant
(61) 2 94 78 8455 office
70 88455 Tieline
(61) 401 993 711 mobile
Paui.Surprenant@au1. ibm .com

"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>
02/08/2007 05:21 PM
To
Paul Surprenant/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc
Lachlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU , Chris
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Prebble/Australic,/Contr/IBM@IBMAU, Jason Cameron/Australia/IBM@ IBMAU ,
Brooke Freeman/Australia/IBM @IBMAU
Subject
RE: CorpTech . Workbrain Requests

Hi Paul - we have updated the spreadsheet with de·cail s as best we could
estimate. Please note following:

This is an estimate only and the figures need to be confirmed
1n completion of design stage
We have used a "rule of thumb" estimating technique as
·blighted in the headings for each column we updated (eg. 1.5 * number
vd l groups)
All updates are highlighted in red: only the "Agency AAA
*
summary" and "AAA Estim ates" tabs were mod ified
*
All the assumptions are in the "AAA Estimates" tab
*
The estimates are for "man-days" for consultants and as such we
need to incorporate these into a plan showing actual phases, etc. and as
such we need to overlay the cost of Project management, meetings, etc
*
We have also included the effort for Rostering on top of this as
required for rostering agencies and also the addition items on top of
T&A which are required to make the system work.
*
The SAP interfaces need further analysis to clarify the
estimates
*
We have identified what we understand as the number of calc
groups and ru les, etc

{

'1er comments below ...

From : Paul Surprenant [mailto:Paui.Surprenant@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Tuesday, Ju ly 31, 2007 6:51 PM
To: Juli an Bird
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Chris Prebble; Jason Cameron; Brooke Freeman
Subject: CorpTech. Workbrain Requests

Hi Julian,
Thanks for taking our call today. Per discussion, attached are:

*

Awards, Agreements and Acts (AAA)
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..
AA~, identified per agency
*
1-i ave req uested ru les per award and CorpTechls assessed
level of complexity of each , bu-t not yet provided. Not expec'iing it to
be provided .
*
Please complete AAA Estimates tab
*
Please identify:

*

Potential development accele rators

[JB}- We can look to get a "development" team
together offshore to deliver major chunks
··
Resource requirements in terms of skills, e.g,
configuration, management, etc.
[JB] Indicative plan incl uded
~<
Assumptions, e.g ., calc groups, work rule
"""' cim ates per com plexity level, etc.

[JB] In spreadsheet- we have defined wh at we
understand as the numbers for each
Other questions for you:

*
Identify or indicate potential requ ired
infrastructure to run Worl<brain as central awards engine for CorpTech,
per above AAA requirements
[JB] This will need more time to review if we
are successful

*
Integration re quirements, options , accelerators
1ny) between SAP and Workbrain
[JB] Workbrain interfaces conform to a standard
and there is no specific SAP interface format
Again, th ank you for your time. We recognise the level
of effort thi s requires and are very much appreciative.
Paul Surprenant
(61) 2 9478 8455 office
70 88455 Tieline
(61) 401 993 711 mobile
Paui.Su rprenant@au1 .ibm.com
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"Kevi n Keogh"
<Kevin .Keogh@infor.corn>

To Paul Surprenant/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc Loc hlan Bloomfield / A ustralia/IBM @IBMAU

10/08/2007 0 4:39 PM
C ustom expiration date of
10/08/2008
1 attachme nt

bee
Subject References and Powerpoints

WE1

"'[][!
QG_20070809 v3.ppt

Hi Paul
I have calls into our clients for references.
Yet to hear back from them.
I'll chase up again this aftemoon and Monday.
Also attached is the power point you asked for.
Hope these help.
Regards
Kevin

Kevin Keogh 1Sal es Director 1Worl<brain - now lnfor 1Ph: +6-1 (0) 3 9674 0440 1Fax: +6i (0) 3 9674
1kevin .keogh@infor.com I
0400 IIVIobile: +6-J (0)

Regisil:er Now ! llnforum 20071 The Sands Expo 1Las Vegas, September 9-12/
www.inforum2007.com I where it all comes together for you!
This transmittal and! or attachments may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may
otherwise be privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that you have received this transmittal in error; any review, dissemination, distribution
or copying of this transmittal is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmittal and I or
attachments in error, please notify us immediately by reply or by telephone (call us collect at+ 1
781-334-4239) and imm ediately delete this message and all its attachments.
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As part of the redesign , other parts of the Worl<brain suite of too is couid be leverag ed to red uce the
duplication of functionality between Workbrain and SAP. For the Rostering Agencies, the foiiowing
functionality w ill be bui~t.
e

Leave Management (including
Balance Management, Entitlement
Calculation and Accrual and a
custom and comp rehensive Leave
Request process)

e
e
e
e

e

Allowances
Reports
Avai lability Management
Alerts
Overtime Equalizati on

~n

some cases, dup~i cate fundiona~ity is being developed in SAP. For example,
handled by Workbra in core will take an estimated 300 days to bui!d in SAP.
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be e nterprising

Benefits I Advantages
Ciear fun ctional distinction across the Whole of
Government
e
HR/Payroil => SAP
e
Rostering/T&A/Award interpretation => Workbrain
• Avoid the replicated effort of setting up identicai
T&A/Awa rd ~nterpretation fun cti onality in two systems and
reduce overa !! cost to deploy
e
Remove the co nstraints from Workbrain and ai~ow 'for the
best design in determining busin ess process functionamy
(currently co nstrained by SAP ~imitations - want the user
experience to be co nsistent across applications)
e
Ease the effort of maintenance, testing and training by
having one source for all T&A and Award Interpretation
activities
e
Take advantage of the core strengths of each application
• Leverage the Workbrain EPAK on-line help app ~ication
across ail agencies to further red uce cost of roii-out and
ensure adoption and adherence

e

_..
CD

Disadvantages
(l)

One agency (Housing)
already ~ive using SAP
T&A and Award
~nte rpretation => wi~~
have to move this
agency over to
Workbrain

L...-------- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (i N·fa
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be e nt er prising

...
1,:

"Kevin Keogh"
<Kevin.Keogh@infor.com>

14/08/2007 02:27 PM
Custom expiration date of

To Paul Surprenant/ Australia/IBM@IBMAU
ee Loch lan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
bee
Subject References

14/08/2008

Gents
Apologies for the slow response on referees- Bunnings Execs are at an off-site all week ancl
Woolworths are getting back to me later today.
Is it too late if your client can tall< to them later this week or has the window closed?
Feel free to call me if you would rather discuss.
Regards
Kevin
f\evin 1\eogh I Sales Director I Workbrain- now lnfor I Pl1: -1-61 (0) 3 9674 0440 I Fax: +6-1 (0) 3 9674
I kevin .keoqh@infor.com I
0400 I Mobile: -1-6 i (0)

Register Now ! [lnforum 2007 1 The Sands Expo 1 Las Vegas , September 9-12/
www.inforum2007.com I where it all comes together for you!

This transmittal and/ or attachments may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may
otherwise be privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that you have received this transmittal in error; any review, dissemination, distribution
or copying of this transmittal is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmittal and! or
attachments in error, please notify us imm ediately by reply or by telephone (call us collect at+ 1
781-334-4239) and immediately delete this message and all its attachments.
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From: Joseph Sullivan
To: Johan Visser; Lachlan Bloomfield
CC : Paul Surprenant; j ason .cameron; Nitin Deshmukh

BCC :
Sent Date: 2007- 10-09 10:57: '14:000
Received Date: 2007-10-09 10:59:28:000
Subject: Clarification question 16
Attachments:

FYI - Pacific National could potentially be used as a workbrain reference site for question 16, the client
project managers details are listed below in an email from Kevin Keogh. This is probably a better
reference site than Woolies anyway as what they are doing is more in line with our solution for non
Jstering agencies. Might pay to call them or Worl<brain to determine if they are going to be obliging or
.ot, as sounds like Woolies isn't talking to th em. Details of thi s implementation included in 040 are;
Pacific National imports schedule and time data into the Workbrain application from two external
systems (CROS and DES). CROS and DES are existing scheduling/T&A systems used in the
lntermodal division (CROS) and the Grain, Industrial, and Coal divisions (DES) of Pacific National to
create master rosters, annua l cycles, working rosters and actual timesheets. A business decision was
made (mainly due to hardware restrictions, remote site locations and user training issues) to continue
inputting schedule and time data into the existing systems and passing the information to Workbrain.
Once the information is entered into CROS and DES, flat files are generated on a scheduled basis and
the information is exported to the Workbrain system. The Workbrain import/interface creates scheduled
times and work detail overrides based on the imported schedule and time data and engages the award
interpreter whereby the applicable rules and allowances are applied . Neither the employees nor the
supervisors access the timesheets. Payroll occassionally makes modifications to the timesheet, if
required, to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances . Pacific National has been
successfully importing the schedule and time data from the two external systems since July 2006.

loseph Sullivan
>enior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph .sullivan@au .ibm.com
----- Forwarded by Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBMon 09/10/2007 .08:50 PM----· - -4..

(

tl "Kevin Keogh" <l<evin.l<eogh@infor.com>

24/09/2007 11:52 PM
To
"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>, Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

cc
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"Cindy Williams" <Cindy.Williams@infor.com>

Subject
FW: FW: Award engine reference sites

'-li Joseph
'he Project Manager at Pacific National who started and delivered the project was Craig Smith.
They are not an SAP site but the application is very similar
His phone number is
(PSFT). More info to come.
Regards
Kevin Keogh

From:Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:35 PM
To :Julian Bird
Cc:Jason Cameron; Cindy Williams; Nitin Deshmukh; Chris Prebble
Subject: Re: FW: Award engine reference sites

·-hanks Julian,
First thing tomorrow morning would suit me best for a conf call, however I should be available most of
the day except for two short meetings at 10:30am and 4pm. Let me know when suits and I will send
through call details.
The Pacific National reference site that Cindy has mentioned sounds very similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. So if you could give me a workbrain contact person for this site
that I could speak to then that would be great. Also I believe Corptech will require a contact person from
PN to be included with our response so can you please provide details on this. (I currently have
Cameron Webb listed as a contact for Woolworths - please let me know if this is incorrect)
Corptech have included the following issue in the RFO- "Workbrain does not cover the functionality that
is provided by the SAP Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) and there is an issue of not utilizing the
costing integration available through utilizing CATS. Offerors to ensure that their proposal shall not take
away the need I option to use CATS functionality for the rostering agencie" So it seems they are
particulalry worried about our ability to integrate with CATS, so if you are able to provide any details on
reference sites anywhere in the world where Workbrain have previously done this, then I think that would
greatly enhance our position.
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Although we will be presenting the option of time 8t attendance gathering through CATS as requested, I
am of the belief that our solution would be further enhanced if we simply replaced CATS for non
rostering agencies with the Workbrain timesheet. So if you have any information that supports this
assertion by comparing WB T8tA with CATS, or specifically emphasises WB's ability to provide costing
integration then that would also be helpful.
Thanks

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
mail: joseph .sullivan@au.ibm.com

"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>

19/09/2007 11:24 AM
To
Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

cc
Jason Cameron/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

Subject

-=w:

Award engine reference sites

Hi Joseph - please see below ... I suggest a call with yourself, Cindy and I tomorrow for the
plan .. .. please let me know and forward the details we need to discuss
Best regards
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Julian

From:Cindy Williams
SentWednesday, September 19, 2007 1:37AM
To:Julian Bird
Subject:RE: Award engine reference sites
Hey Julian,
Answers to Joseph's questions are below.
It is very common for attendance and schedule information to be imported from external systems into
''Vorkbrain. The attandance information can be brought it in two ways:
Clock data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
@

o
Q

2.

Import Reader Transactions Task- Import clock transactions and status values from an external
system
Process Clocks Task- Processes the clocks from the pending table into the timesheet
Clocks are reflected in the Work Summary record
Work Detail data is imported into Workbrain as follows:

o
c

Work Detail Import Interface - Import work-related information as overrides
Work Details appear in Worl<brain as Work Detail overrides in the Timesheet

An important point about both types of imports is that the imported information is processed (i.e. the
awards engine is run) regardless of whether or not the timesheet is subsequently opened and/or
modified. So, in the process flow diagram Joseph provided, the following would take place in the boxes:
1.
Create Default Records
o

2.

This "pre-step" is standard processing and prepares the records for the Attendance Import and
Work Summary tasks. Default records are usually created two to six weeks in advance depending
on business processes. When the default records are created, the awards engine is engaged and
the applicable rules applied.
Attendance Import (optional)

o

3.

attendance information (clocks and/or work details) imported and applied to the work summary
and/or work detail records (i.e. the awards engine engaged and the applicable rules applied), as
applicable
Work Summary (optional)

o

4.

timesheet(s) opened and modifications made. When the "Submit" button is pressed, the awards
engine is engaged and the applicable rules are applied
Payroll Export

o

exports gross pay data to an external system. The only required element for the payroll export to
run is the creation of default records; the attendance import and modifications to the timesheet
are both optional. I have walked through the various combinations below for clarity.
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o

Q

e

(i)

if NO attendance inforrnation was imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records
if attendance information WAS imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the
attendance import
if NO attendance information was imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made to the timesheet .
if attendance information WAS imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the exported
information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the attendance
import plus any changes made to the timesheet

Regarding reference sites of other customers that have imported attendance and/or schedule
information from external systems, two examples are below. These are the Australian ones I know of off
the top of my head. If you want some 1\Jorth American examples, let me know. Almost every customer I
have worked with has imported some of the attendance/schedule information. They usually use a mix of
oth (i.e. import the clocks/timesheet data and then mal<~ modifications, if required, in Workbrain). But, it
:. very, very common to do this.
1.
Pacific National. The working roster is imported from DES and the actual time is imported from
CROS and DES. Neither the employees nor the supervisors ever go into the timesheets. All the
information comes from the external systems. Payroll occassionally makes modifications in the
timesheet if required to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Uses the Schedule
Work Detail Import. The working roster is imported as scheduled times overrides and the actual time is
imported as work detail overrides. ---- Live
2.
Woolworths (Australia & New Zealand) . Imports clock data. Modifications, if required, are made in
the timesheet. --- Not Live (Build Stag e Only)
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Cindy

1=rom:Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:18 PM
To:Julian Bird
Cc:Lochlan Bloomfield; Paul Surprenant; jason.cameron@au1.ibm .com
Subject:Award engine reference sites

Hi Julian,
As you are well aware we are proposing to use Workbrain as the awards engine for all Corptech
agencies, not just the rostering agencies, and therefore Corptech have requested that we provide
reference sites of where this has been done before. Our solution for the rostering agencies is very much
a standard implementation of Worl<brain in regards to awards, as attendance data, schedules, etc are all
entered via the Workbrain front end, where awards will be interpreted before being interfaced to SAP for
final payment. However for non rostering agencies our proposal is rather different from a normal
implementation as we are only intending to utilise the rules engine and leave accrual components of
Workbrain . Attendance data and the work schedule will be imported from SAP CATS into WB where
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awards and leave accruals wi ll be run as a batch process before being exported out to SAP for final
payroll processing.
We are aware that this would not normally be the recommended approach for utilising workbrain,
however it has been specifically stated in the RFO that using SAP CATS must be presented as an
option for all agencies.
I currently have reference sites from Kevin Keogh for th e standard implementation (Woolworths and
Bunnings) however I am looking for any sites that you may have that are similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. i.e Time and attendance data being imported from a 3rd party
system where worlcbrain is used purely as a rule engine. Conceivably this use is similar to using
clocking for time collection, however in a clocks system the workbrain timesheet is still utilised to some
degree, whereas in this proposal neither the employee or supervisor would ever directly interact with the
workbrain system .
Due to the very tight time frames we have to respond to the RFO I would appreciate if you could get
back to me by COB Wednesday with any comments or problems that you foresee with this proposal, as
Je ll as potential reference sites. This design for non rostering agencies is still very much at a
onceptual leve l, and I have included a very basic diagram of how the system interactions would occur.
Regards

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm.com
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Lochlcm
Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM
10/1 0/2007 02:39 PM
Default custom expiration
date of 09 I 10/2008

To Kevin Keogh <Kevin .Keogh@infor.com>
cc Paul Surp renant/A ustra lia/IBM@IBMA U, Joseph
Sullivan/ Austra lia/IBM@IBMA U
bee
Subject CorpTech Reference

Kevin,
I will call you to d iscuss. We received the following clarification question fro m Corp Tech:
Question 16: We have been unable to gather information from Woo lworths. Please
provide an alternative reference site that will provide relevant information . Specifically
around this use of Workbrain for award interpretation.

We have discussed this with Corp Tech and th ey have said that Woolworths (Cameron
Webb) were not able to answer the majority of th eir questions as Woolworths claimed it was
commercial-in-confidence.
CorpTech need to understand how award interpretation was implemen ted (i. e. the solution
architecture ) and hence focussing on the technical details. They are happy if we find
someone else at Woolworths that can explain tha t , or find an altern ate client reference.
This is critica l for us- we have a lot riding on this. We need to be able to give Corp Tech
confidence in our approach. CorpTech are working toward a deadline of this Sunday to
wrap up their evaluation process. As such, we need another name asap.
Joseph Sulliva n suggested Pacific National. Would they be appropriate?
Cheers
Lachlan Bloomfield
Public Sector Lead, Queensland
IBM Global Business Services

~

Leve l 5, IBM Centre , 348 Edward St, Bris bane, QLD 4000
lil +61 417 605 084
~ +61 7 3213 2063
~ +61 7 3013 4190
lochlan.bloomfield@aul.ibm .com

Iii
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"Kevin Keogh"
<Kevin.Keogh@infor.co

rn>
11/10/2007 12:20 PM

To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc Lochlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM@IBMAU

bee
Subject RE: Clarification question 16

History:

Custom expiration
date of 11 /l 0/2008
~ This message has been replied to.

Johan
Yes you can- The Pac National PM -Craig Smith is actually going to a project working for Woolworths
as a PM or similar on their Distruibution Centres - if not already- but he agreed to take the call frc:im
Old Govt.
f<K
l<evi n l<eogll 1 Sales Dimctor- Asia Pacific l lnfor - HCM & lnfor- CRM 1 Ph: +G·I (0) 3 969'1 2311
Fax: +6'i (0) 3 9691 2333 1 Mobile: -1-6·1 (0) 414 272 2·1i 1 kevin.keogh@infor.com 1

r---

1

- - ---------·-· ----------

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 8:12 PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: lachlan bloomfield
Subject: Fw: Clarification question 16

f<evin
With reference to the attached note. Are we able/allowed to provide Pacific National top Corp Tech as
a reference site. If yes, who is the contact person and contact details at Pacaific National.
Name :
e-mail:
Phone:
Please note that CorpTech has a very large questionnaire that they expect reference sites to respond
to.
Regards.
Johan.
Office Phone: 61 (0)2 9478 8991
Mobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan.x.visser@aui .ibm .com
---- Forwarded by Johan Visser/Australia/IBM on 11/1 0/2007 10:06 AM ---·-

Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM

09/10/2007 08:57 PM

To Joh an Visser/Australia/IBM, Lachlan Bloomfield
cc Paul Surprenant/Australia/IBM,
jason .cameron@au1.ibm.com, Nitin
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Deshmukh/Australi a/IBM
Subject Clarification question 16

FYI - Pacific National could potentially be used as a workbrain reference site for question 16, th e cli ent
project managers details are listed below in an email from Kevin f<eogh . This is probably a better
reference site tl1an Wooli es anyway as what they are doing is more in line with our solution for non
rostering agencies. Might pay to call them or Workbrain to determine if they are going to be obliging
or not, as sounds like Woolies isn't talking to them. Details of this implementation included in 040 are;

Pacific National imports schedule and time data into the Workbrain application from two external
systems (CROS and DES). CROS and DES are existing scheduling/T&A ystems used in the
intermodal division (CROS) and the Grain, Industrial, and Coal divisions (DES) of Pacific National to
create master rosters, annual cycles, working rosters and actual timesheets. A business decision was
made (mainly due to hare/ware restrictions, remote site locations and user training issues) to continue
inputting schedule and time data into the existing systems and passing the information to Workbrain.
Once the information is entered into CROS and DES, flat files are generated on a scheduled basis
and the information is exported to the Workbrain system. The Workbrain import/interface creates
scheduled times and work detail overrides based on the imported schedule and time data and
engages the award interpreter whereby the applicable rules and allowances are applied. Neither the
employees nor th e supervisors access the timesheets. Payroll occassionally makes modifications to
the time sheet, if required, to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Pacific
National has been successfully importing the schedule and time data from the two external systems
since July 2006.

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph .sullivan@au.ibm .com
-----Forwarded by Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM on 09/ 10/2007 08:50 PM -----

"Kevin Keogh" <Kevin.l<eogh@infor.com>
To "Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>, Joseph
24/09/2007 11 :52 PM

Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc "Cindy Williams" <Cindy.Williams@infor.com >
Subject FW: FW : Award engine referen ce sites

Hi Joseph
The Project Manager at Pacific National who started and delivered the
project was Craig Smith.
His phone number is
They are not an SAP site but the
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application is very similar
(PSFT) . More info to come.
Regards
Kevin Keogh

From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto :joseph.sullivan@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 20 07 1:35 PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Jason Cameron; Cindy Williams; Nitin Deshmukh; Chris Prebble
Subject: Re: FW: Award engine reference sites

Thanks Julian,
First thing tomorrow morning would suit mebest for a conf call, however I should be available most of
the day except for two short meetings at ·I0:30am and 4pm . Let me know when suits and I will send
through call details.
The Pacific National r·eference site that Cindy has mentioned sounds very similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. So if you cou ld give me a workbrain contact person for this site
that I could speak to then that would be great. Also I believe Corptech will require a contact person
from PN to be included with our response so can you please provide details on this . (I currently have
Cameron Webb listed as a contact for Woolworths- please let me know if this is incorrect)
Corptech have included the following issue in the RFO - "Workbrain does not cover the functionality
that is provided by the SAP Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) and there is an issue of not utilizing
the costing integration available through utilizing CATS. Offerors to ensure that their proposal shall
not take away the need I option to use CATS functionality for the rostering agencie " So it seems they
are particulalry worried about our ability to integrate with CATS, so if you are able to provide any
details on reference sites anywhere in the world where Worl~brain have previously done this, then I
think that would greatly enhance our position .
Although we will be presenting the option of time & attendance gatherin g through CATS as requested,
I am of the belief that our solution would be further enhanced if we simply replaced CATS for non
rostering agencies with the Workbrain timesheet. So if you have any information that supports this
assertion by comparing WB T&A with CATS, or specifically emphasises WB's ability to provide costing
integration then that wou ld also be helpful.
Thanks

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Austr"alia
ph:
emai l: joseph .sullivan@au.ibm.com
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"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>

To
19/09/2007 11 :24 AM

Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

cc Jason Cameron/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject FW: Award engine reference sites

Hi Joseph- please see below ... ! suggest a call with yourself, Cindy and I tomorrow for the
plan .. ..please let me know and forward the details we need to discuss
Best regards
Julian

, - - ----------- ------------- ------- ---- - --- ----------·------- ------- ---------- - --- - -------- -

From: Cindy Williams
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:37AM
To: Julian Bird
Subject: RE: Award engine reference sites
Hey Julian ,
Answers to Joseph's questions are below.
It is very common for attendance and schedule information to be imported from external systems into
Workbrain. The attandance information can be brought it in two ways:

I.
o

Clock data is imported into Workbrain as follows :
Import Reader Transactions Tasl<- Import clock transactions and status values from an external
system

G

o

2.
"
o

Process Clocks Task- Processes the clocks from the pending table into the timesheet
Clocks are reflected in the Work Summary record
Work Detail data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Worl< Detail Import Interface- Import work-related information as overrides
Work Details appear in Workbrain as Work Detail overrides in the Timesheet

An important point about both types of imports is that the impol"ted information is processed (i.e. the
awards engine is run) regard less of whether or not th e timesheet is subsequently opened and/or
modified. So, in th e process flow diagram Joseph provided, the following would take place in the
boxes:
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·1.
o

Create Default Records
This "pre-step" is standard processing and prepares the records for the Attendance Import and
Wor·k Summary tasks. Default records are usually created two to six weeks in advance depending
on business processes. When the default records are created , the awards engine is engaged and
the applicable rul es applied.

2.
o

Attendance Import (optional)
attendance inform ation (clocks and/or work details) imported and applied to the worl\ summary
and/or work detail records (i.e. the awards engine engaged and the applicable rules applied), as
applicable

3.
e

Work Summary (optional)
timesheet(s) opened and modifications made. When the "Submit" button is pressed, the awards
engine is engaged and the applicable rules are applied

4.
0

o
OJ

o

o

Payroll Export
exports gross pay data to an external system. The only required element for the payroll export to
run is the creation of default records; the attendance import and modifications to the timesh eet are
both optional. I have walked through the various combinations below for clarity.
if NO attendance inform ation was imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records
if attendance information WAS imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the
attendance import
if NO attendance information was imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made to the timesheet
if attendance information WAS imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the exported
information is based on th e default records plus any changes made based on the attendance
import plus any changes made to th e timesheet

Reg arding reference sites of other customers that have imported attendance and/or schedu le
information from external systems, two examples are below. These are the Australian ones llmow of
off the top of my head. If you want some North American examples, let me know. Almost every
customer I have worked with has imported some of th e attendance/schedule information. They usually
use a mix of both (i.e. import the clocks/timesheet data and then make modifications, if required, in
Workbrain) . But, it is very, very common to do this.
i.
Pacific NationaL The working roster is imported from DES and the actual time is imported "from
CROS and DES. Neither th e employees nor the supervisors ever go into the timesheets. All the
information comes from the external systems. Payroll occassionally makes modifications in the
timesheet if required to correct faulty data or to cater for exception al circumstances. Uses the
Schedule Work Detail Import. The working roster is imported as scheduled times overrides and the
actual time is imported as work detail overrides. ----Live
2.
Woolworths (Australi a & New Zealand). Imports clock data. Modifications, if r·equired, are made
in the timesheet.

--- Not Live (Build Stage Only)

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Cindy
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From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aul.ibm.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:18PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Paul Surprenant; jason.cameron@aul.ibm.com
Subject : Award engine reference sites

Hi Julian,
As you are well aware we are proposing to use Workbrain as the awards engine for all Corptech
agencies, not just the rostering agencies, and therefore Corptech have requested that we provide
reference sites of where this has been done before. Our solution for the rostering agencies is very
much a standard implem entation of Worl~brain in reg ards to awards, as attend ance data, schedules,
etc are all entered via the Workbrain front end, where awards wil l be interpreted before being
interfaced to SAP for final payment. However for non rostering agencies our proposal is rather
different from a normal implementation as we are only intending to utilise the rules engine and leave
accru al components of Workbmin. Attendance data and the worlc schedule will be imported from SAP
CATS into WB where awards and leave accruals will be run as a batch process before being exported
out to SAP for final payroll processing.
We are aware that this would not normally be the recommended approach for utilising workbrain,
however it has been specifically stated in the RFO that using SAP CATS must be presented as an
option for all agencies.
I currently have reference sites from Kevin Keogh for the standard impl ementation (Woolworths and
Bunnings) however I am lool<ing for any sites that you may have that are similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies . i.e Time and attendance data being imported from a 3rd party
system where workbrain is used purely as a rule engine. Conceivably this use is similar to using
cloclcing for time collection, however in a clocks system th e workbrain timesheet is still utilised to some
degree, whereas in this proposal neither the employee or supervisor would ever directly interact with
the workbrain system.
Due to the very tight time frames we have to respond to the RFO I would appreciate if you could get
back to me by COB Wednesday with any comments or problems that you foresee with this proposal,
as well as potential reference sites. This design for non rostering agencies is still very much at a
conceptual level, and I have included a very basic diagram of how the system interaction s would
occur.
Regards

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne,
email: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm.com
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"Kevin Keogh"
<Kevin.Keogh@inror.com>

./

11 /1 0/2007 12:36 PM
Custom expiration date of
11/10/2008

To Loc hlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc Pa ul Surprenant/Austra lia/IBM@IBMA U, Joseph
Sullivan/ A ustralia/IBM@ IBMAU
bee
Subject RE: CorpTech Reference

Loch ian
Can you ask Joseph to call me to call me please on 03 969'1 231·1 - I am talking to Bunnings today but
I want to try to get the right people - if its low level tech architecture that will mean a different group.
My guess is that Cam eron is a great reference but as sponsor may be too high level.

f<:K
1-\evin Keogh I Sales Director- Asia Pacific l lnfor- HCM & lnfor- CRM I Ph: +61 (0) 3 969'1 231·1 1
Fax: +6'1 (0) 3 969'1 23331 Mobile: -1-6-l (0) 4-14 272 21'1 I kevin.keoqh@infor.com I

From : Lochlan Bloomfield [mailto:lochlan.bloomfield@aui.ibm.com]

Sent: Tue 10/9/2007 11:39 PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: Paul Surprenant; Joseph Sullivan
Subject: CorpTech Reference

Kevin,
I will call you to discuss. We received the following clarification
question from CorpTech:
Question 16: We have been unable to gather information from Woolworths.
Please provide an alternative reference site that will provide relevant
information. Specifically around this use of Workbrain for award
interpretation.
We have disc:;ussed this with CorpTech and th ey have said that Woolworths
(Cameron Webb) were not able to answer the .majority of th eir questions as
Woolworths claim ed it was commercial-in-confidence.
CorpTech need to understand how award interpretation was imple mented (i.e.
the solution architecture) and hence focussing on th e tec hnical details.
They are happy if we find someone else at Woolworths that can explain thot,
or find on alternate client reference.
This is critical for us -we have a lot riding on this. We need to be able
to give Corp Tech confidence in our approac h. CorpTech are working toward a
deadline of this Sunday to wrap up their evaluation process. As such, we
need another name asap.
Joseph Sullivan suggested Pacific National. Would th ey be appropriate?
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Cheers
Lochla n Bloom fie ld
Public Sector Lead, Queensland
IBM Global Business Services
(Embedded image moved to file : pic 12837 .jpg )
(Embedded image moved to file: pic22354.gif) Level S, IBM Centre, 348
Edward St, Brisbane, QLD 4000
(Embedded image moved to file: pic30427 .gif) +6 1 417 605 084
(Embedded image moved to file: pic 14735.gif) +61 7 32 13 2063
(Embedded image moved to file: pic07677.gif) +6 1 7 30 13 4190
(Embedded image moved to file: pic05378.gif)
lochlan.bloomfie ld@au 1.ib m .com
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RE: Clarificati on question 16

C:i

Lochlan Bloomfield to: Kevin Keogh

11/10/2007 01:05 PM

Cc: Joha n Visser
Default c ustorn expiration elate: 10/ 10/2008
~~~

Show Details

~~-

who is best? pacific national or bunnings?
Lochlan Bloomfield
Publi c Sector Lead, Queensland
IBM Global Business Services

--§" ~i~~
~

Lev el 5, IBM Centre, 348 Ed wa 1·d St, Brisban e, QLD 4 000

m

IJ
[1!1

+61 417 605 084
+61 7 3 213 2063
+61 7 3013 4190

~ lochlan.bloomfield@~ul. i bm .com
11 I 10/2007 11 :23:55
From :

To:
Cc:
Da te:
Subject:

f,M

"Kevin Keogh" <Kevin.Keogh@infor.com>
Johan Visser I Australia/IBM@IBMAU
Loc hlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM@IBMAU
11/10/2007 11:23 AM
RE: Clarification question 16

Johan
Yes you can- The Pac National PM- Craig Smith is actually going to a project working for Woolworths
as a PM or similar on th eir Distruibution Centres - if not already- but he agreed to tal<e the call from
Old Govt.

KK
1-<evin l<eogh 1 Sales Director- f-\sia Pacific l lnfor- HCM & lnfo r- CRM 1 Ph: +6-1 (0) 3 959·1 23 ·1·1 1
Fax: -1-6·1 (0) 3 969-i 2333 1 Mobile: -1-6·1 (0) 4·14 272 21i 1 kevin.keogh@infor.com 1

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan .x.visser@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 8:12PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: lochlan bloomfield
Subject: Fw: Clarification question 16

Kevin
With reference to the attached note. Are we able/allowed to provide Pacific National top
Corp Tech as a reference site. If yes, who is the contact p erson and contact details at
Pa caific National.
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Name:
e-tTlail:
Phone:
Please note that Corp Tech has a very larg e questionnaire that they expect reference sites to
respond to .
Regards.
Johan.
Office Phone: 61 (0)2 9478 8991
Mobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan.x.visser@au1.ibrn.com
- -Forward ed by Joh o n Visser I Australia /IBM o n 11 / 10/ 2007 10:06 AM - Joseph Sullivan/ Australia/IBM
To Johon Visser/ Australia/IBM, Loc hlan Bloomfield

09/10/2007 08:57PM

cc Paul Surprenant I Australia/IBM, jason.cameron@ou !.ibm .com, Nit in
Deshmukh/ Australia/IBM
Subje Clarification question 16

ct

FYI - Pacific National could potentially be used as a workbrain reference site for question 16,
the client project managers details are listed below in an email from Kevin Keogh . This is
probably a better· reference site than Woolies anyway as what th ey are doing is more in line
with our solution for non rostering agencies. Might pay to call th em or Workbrain to
determine if they are going to be obliging or not, as sounds like Woolies isn't talking to them.
Details of this impleme ntation included in Q 40 are;
Pacific National imports schedule and time data into the Wor/<.brain application from two external
systems (CROS and DES). CROS and DES are existing scheduling!T&A ystems used in the
lntermodal division (CROS) and the Grain, Industrial, and Coal divisions (DES) of Pacific National to
create master rosters, annual cycles, working rosters and actual timesheets. A business decision was
made (mainly due to hardware restrictions, remote site locations and user training issues) to continue
inputting schedule and time data into the existing systems and passing the information to Workbrain.
Once the information is entered into CROS and DES, flat files are generated on a scheduled basis
and the information is exported to the Workbrain system. The Wor/<.brain import/interface creates
scheduled times and work detail overrides based on the imported schedule and tim e data and
engages the award interpreter whereby the applicable rules and allowances are applied. Neither the
employees nor the supervisors access the timesheets. Payroll occassionafly makes modifications to
the time sheet, if required, to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Pacific
National has been successfully importing the schedule and time data from the two external systems
since July 2006.

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph.sullivan @au .ibm .com
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- - Forwarded by Joseph Sulliva n I Ausfralia/IBM on 09/ I 0/ 2007 08:50PM-- "Kevin Keog h" <Kevi n.Keogh@infor.com>
To "Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor .com>, Joseph
24/09/2007 ll :52 PM

Sullivan I A usfralia/IBM@IBMA U
cc "Cindy Williams" <Cindy.Williams@infor.com>
Subje FW: FW: Award e ngine reference sifes
cl

Hi Joseph
Th e Project Manager at Pacific l'\jationol who started and delivere d the
project was Craig Smith .
His phone number is
They ore not on SAP site but the
application is very similar
(PSFT). More info to come .
Regards
Kevin Keogh

From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@au1.ibm.com]

Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:35PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Jason Cameron; Cindy Williams; Nitin Deshmukh; Chris Prebble
Subject: Re: FW: Award engine reference sites

Thanks Julian,
First thing tomorrow morning wou ld suit me best for a conf call, however I should be available
most of the day except for two short meetings at 10:30am and 4pm. Let me know when suits
and I will send through call details.
Th e Pacific National reference site that Cindy has mentioned sounds very similar to what we
are proposing for non rostering agencies. So if you could give me a workbrain contact
person for this site that I cou ld speak to th en that would be great. Also I believe Corptech
wil lr·eq uir·e a contact person from PN to b e included with our response so can you please
provide details on this. (I currently have Cameron Webb listed as a contact for Woolworthsplease let me know if this is incorrect )
Corptech have included th e following issue in the RFO - "Workbrain does not cover the
functionality that is provided by the SAP Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) and there is an issue of
not utilizing the costing integration available through utilizing CATS. Offerors to ensure that their
proposal shall not take away the need I option to use CATS functionality for the rostering agencie " So

it seems they are partic ulalry worried about our ability to integrate with CATS, so if you are
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able to provid e any details o n reference sites anywhere in th e world w here Workbrain have
previously done this, th e n I think that wo uld greatly enhance our position.
Altho ug h we w ill be p resenting the option of tim e & attendance gathering throug h CATS as
requested, I am of the belief that our solution wou ld be furth er enhanced if we simply
replaced CATS for non rostering agencies w ith th e Workbrain tim esheet. So if you have any
information that suppo rts this assertion by co mparing WB T8,A with CATS, or specifi cally
emphasises WB's ability to provide costing integration then that would a lso be helpful .
Th a nks

Joseph Sulliva n
Senior Consultant
IBM Glo bal Business Services
Melbou rn e, Austra lia
ph:
e mail: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm.com
"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@inror. com >

To Joseph Sulliva n/Austra lio/IBM@IBMAU
19/09/2007 11:24 AM

cc Jason Cameron/Austra lia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject FW : Award engine re ference sites

Hi Joseph - please see below ... ! suggest a call with yourself, Cindy and I tomorrow for the
plan .. .. please let me know and forward the details we need to discuss
Best regards
Julian

From: Cindy Williams
Sent: Wed nesday, September 19, 2007 1:37AM
To: Julian Bird
Subject: RE: Award engine reference sites
Hey Juli an,
Answers to Joseph's questions are below.
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It is very common for attendance and schedule information to be imported from external systems into
Workbrain. The attandance information can be brought it in two ways:
1.
D

D
D

2.
D

Clock data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Import Reader Transactions Task - Import clock transactions and status values from an
external system
Pmcess Clocks Task- Pmcesses the clocks from the pending table into the timesheet
Clocks are reflected in the Work Summary record
Work Detail data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Worl< Detail Import Interface- Import work-related information as overrides

Wor·l< Details appear in Worl<brain as Work Detail overrides in the Timesheet
An important point about both types of imports is that the imported information is processed (i.e. the
awards engine is run) regardless of whether or not the timesheet is subsequently opened and/or
modified . So, in the process flow diagram Joseph provided, th e following would take place in the
boxes:
1.
Create Default Records
D
This "pre-step" is standard processing and prepares the records for the Attendance Import
and Work Summary tasks. Default records are usually created two to six weeks in advance
depending on business processes. When the default records are created, the awards engine
is engaged and the applicable rules applied .
2.
Attendance Import (optional)
o
attendance information (clocks and/or work details) imported and applied to the worl<
summary and/or work detail records (i.e . the awards engine engaged and the applicable rules
applied), as applicable
3.
IJ

Work Summary (optional)
timesheet(s) opened and modifications made . When the "Submit" button is pressed, the
awards engine is engaged and the applicable rules are applied

4.

Payroll Export
exports gross pay data to an external system. The only required element for the payroll export
to run is the creation of default records; the attendance import and modifications to the
timesheet are both optional. I have walked through the various combinations below for clarity.
if NO attendance information was imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the defau lt r·ecords
if attendance information WAS imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the
attendance import
o if NO attendance information was imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made to the timesheet
if attendance information WAS imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the
attendance import plus any changes made to the timesheet
Regarding reference sites of other customers that have imported attendance and/or schedule
information from external systems, two examples are below. These are the Australian ones I know of
off the top of my head. If you want some North American examples, let me know. Almost every
customer I have worked with has imported some of the attendance/schedule information. They usual ly
use a mix of both (i.e. import the clocl<s/timesheet data and then make modifications, if required, in
Workbrain). But, it is very, very common to do this.
1.
Pacific National. The working roster is imported from DES and the actual time is imported from
CROS and DES. Neither the employees nor the supervisors ever go into the timesheets. All the
information comes from the external systems. Payroll occassionally makes modifications in the
timesheet if required to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Uses the
Schedule Work Detail Import. The working roster is imported as scheduled times overrides and the
actual time is imported as work detail overrides. ---- Live
2.
Woolworths (Australia & 1\Jew Zealand). Imports clock data. Modifications, if required, are made
in the timesheet. --- Not Live (Build Stage Only)
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Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Cindy

From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:18PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Paul Surprenant; jason.cameron@aul.ibm.com
Subjec\t: Award engine reference sites

Hi Julian,
As you are well aware we are proposing to use Worl<brain as the awards engine for all Corptech
agencies, not just the rostering agencies, and therefore Corptech have requested that we provide
reference sites of where this has been done before. Our solution for the rostering agencies is very
much a standard implementation of Workbrain in regards to awards, as attendance data, schedules,
etc are all entered via the Workbrain front end, where awards will be interpreted before being
interfaced to SAP for final payment. However for non rostering agencies our proposal is rather
different from a normal implementation as we are only intending to utilise the rules engine and leave
accrual components of Workbrain . Attendance data and the work schedule will be imported from SAP
CATS into WB where awards and leave accruals will be run as a batch process before being exported
out to SAP for final payroll processing.
We are aware that this would not normally be the recommended approach for utilising workbrain,
however it has been specifically stated in the RFO that using SAP CATS must be presented as an
option for all agencies.
I currently have reference sites from Kevin Keogh for the standard implementation (Woolworths and
Bunnings) however I am looking for any sites that you may have that are similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. i.e Time and attendance data being imported from a 3rd party
system where workbrain is used purely as a rule engine. Conceivably this use is similar to using
clocking for tim e collection, however in a clocl<s system the workbrain timesheet is still utilised to some
degree, whereas in this proposal neither th e employee or supervisor would ever directly interact w ith
the workbrain system.
Due to the very tight time frames we have to respond to the RFO I would appreciate if you could get
back to me by COB Wednesday with any comments or problems that you foresee with this proposal,
as well as potential reference sites. This design for non rostering agencies is still very much at a
conceptual level, and I have included a very basic diagram of how the system interactions would
occur.
Regards

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
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Melbourne, Australi a
ph:
email: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm .com
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;

"Kevin Keogh"
<Kevin.Keog h@infor.com>

(

To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMA U
cc Lac hlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
bee

11/10/2007 05:18PM
Custom expiration date of

Subject RE : Clarification question 16

11/10/2008

Johan
Dale Morgan - dmorgan@bunnings.com.au
Bunnings has licensed Worl~brain for its workforce management requirements across Australia and
New Zealand.
Workbrain has been deployed at Bunnings to manage all the Time and Attendance, Rostering, Leave
and employee entitlements processes and functions for Bunings, Australia's largest DIY Retailer.
Bunnings' original options included an upgrade their in house built legacy T&A system ; to build/
configure th e solution in their ERP system; or to implement a best of breed COTS solution. They
decided on the latter approach as this gave th em the most flexibility and lowest total cost of
ownership.
Bunnings run Oracle based applications including Oracle eBusiness Suite for their Financials,
Merchandising and Inventory management, and are implementing Oracle HRMS. They also run the
Alesco Payroll engine. Most applications run on the Oracle DBMs, with web based servers running on
Linux, and their Oracle or Enterprise applications running on IBM's AIX operation system.
The Workbrain solution provides enterprise Time and Attendance and Award Interpretation with real
time castings as well as an Actual vs Budget comparison for the entire business or for individual
teams on a single shift. The major outcomes ensure adherence to corporate and regulatory
guidelines. KPis are tracked and monitored in real time.
I will forward Craig's information once I have spoken with him and received his approval.
Regards
Kevin

l<evin l<eogh 1Sales Director- /-\sia Pacific l lnfor- HCM & lnfor- CAM I Ph: +6'1 (0) 3 9691 23 i 1
Fax: +61 (0) 3 969 1 2333 I Mobile : -1-6 ·1 (0) 4·14 272 2·11 I kevin.keogh@infor.com I

I

, - - - ---- ---~- --- ------- ------- -- ------ ---- --- -- -------- ------- -- --- -----~---- ---- --- --- -

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 10:58 PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16

Kevin
Thank you for the information. Please provide me with the following:
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Thank you for the information . Pleas e provide me with the following:
o
c

a short Project Summary for Bunnings
e-mail addresses for the referees

I propose that we only provide them with one contact person for Bunnings - Dale Morgan
I am not sure that/if Corp Tech calls the references or not. To my knowledge they provide them with a
lengthy questionnaire to be completed. Also CorpTech do not involve us/do not want us involved in the
process.
Thank you.
Johan.
Office Phone: 61 (0)2 9478 899'1
Mobile: 6'1 (0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan.x.visser@au1.ibm.com

"Kevin Keogh" d<evin.Keogh@infor.com>
To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
11/10/2007 12:26 PM

cc Lachlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject RE: Clarification question 16

Johan
The Phone number you had for Craig Smith (PAcific National PM) was incorrect.
His number is
At Bunnings- the contact on the Project (Team Lead) is Dale Morgan.
Dale has been on the Bunnings Payroll team for over a decade.
He was intimately involved in the Workbrain project and has been involved
in the Workbrain project which is now live.
Dale Morgan- 03 8831 9708.
I have another contact (Head of Infrastructure and Systems Admin) at Bunnings if the Corptech guys
need to get very technical. Bunnings are running Workbrain on Oracle with the App Server and Web
Server on Linux and the Oracle DBMs back end running on IBM AIX.
Their previous T&A system was a mainframe based system and their payroll is the same as Aust Post
and the WA Govt. They are running Oracle eBusiness suite for their Financials and their
Merchandising and Inventory.
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Pl ease confirm th e names from Corptech and when they wi ll be calling so that I can inform both Craig
and Dale asap.
Thanl~s

Kevin

Kevin l<eogh I Sales Director - Asia Pacific l lnfor - HCM & infor- CAM 1 Ph : +6 ·1 (0) 3 969 1 23 1 I
Fax: +6'1 (0) 3 969-i 2333 IIVlobi le: +6-1 (0) LJ.-14 272 2·1·1 1 kevin .keoqh@infor.com 1

1

r---·--------- - - - --- -------------------- - --- ------------·--·--------------- - ------·--------------·------From: Johan Visser [mai lto:johan .x.visser@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 9 :52 PM
To: Kevin l<eogh
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Cindy Williams
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16

Kevin
Please confirm that the attached are correct or make any changes/additions you feel are required.
Than!~

you.

Johan .
Office Phone : 61 (0)2 9478 8991
Mobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-mail : johan.x .visser@aui.ibm .com

"Kevin l<eogh" <Kevin.l<eogh@infor. com >
To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

I I /I 0/2007 I 1 :20 AM

cc Lachlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject RE: Clarification question I 6

Johan
Yes you can- The Pac National PM - Craig Smith is actually going to a proj ect working for Woolworths
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as a PM or similar on their Distruibution Centres- if not already- but he agreed to take the call from
Qld Govt.

KK
1\evi n l<eogh 1 Sales Director - Asia Pacific l lnfor- HCM & lnfor- CRM 1 Ph: +61 (0) 3 969-1 23-11
Fax: -1-6 -l (0) 3 959·1 2333 1 Mobile: +61 (0) 4i 4 272 2i 1 1 kevin.keoqh@infor.com 1

r---------- -- --- --. -------- - --------------From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 8:12PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: lachlan bloomfield
Subject: Fw: Clarification question 16

- -- -- - - ---· - ---· - ---~ ---- - --- --- - -- - -·----- - - - - - - - ----~---------·····--------~- --- ~ ------

-- -···- ---------- --

~\evin

With reference to the attached note. Are we able/allowed to provide Pacific National top Corp Tech as
a reference site. If yes, who is the contact person and contact details at Pacaific National.
Name:
e-mail:
Phone:
Please note that Corp Tech has a very large questionnaire that they expect reference sites to respond
to.
Regards.
Johan.
Office Phone: 61 (0)2 9478 8991
Mobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan.x.visser@au·l.ibrn.com
---- Forwarded by Johan Visser/ Australia/IBM on 11/10/2007 10:06 AM ----Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM
To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM, Lachlan Bloomfield
cc Paul Surprenant!Australia/IBM, jason.cameron@au1.ibm.com, Nitin
09/10/2007 08:57 PM

Deshmukh/Australia/IBM
Subje Clarification question 16
ct

FYI - Pacific National could potentially be used as a workbrain reference site for question 16, the client
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project managers details are listed below in an email from 1-<:evin Keogh. This is probably a better
reference site than Woolies anyway as what they are doing is more in line with our solution for non
rostering agencies. Might pay to call them or Workbrain to determine if they are going to be obliging
or not, as sounds like Woolies isn't talking to them. Details of this implementation included in 040 are;

Pacific National imports schedule and time data into the Workbrain application from two external
systems (CROS and DES) . CROS and DES are existing scheduling/T&A ystems used in the
lntermodal division (CROS) and the Grain, Industrial, and Coal divisions (DES) of Pacific National to
create master rosters, annual cycles, working rosters and actual timesheets. A business decision was
made (mainly due to hardware restrictions, remote site locations and user training issues) to continue
inputting schedule and time data into the existing systems and passing the information to Workbrain.
Once the information is entered into CROS and DES, flat files are generated on a scheduled basis
and the information is exported to the Workbrain system. The Workbrain import/interface creates
scheduled times and work detail overrides based on the imported schedule and time data and
engages the award interpreter whereby the applicable rules and allowances are applied. Neither the
employees nor the supervisors access the timesheets. Payroll occassionally makes modifications to
the timesheet, if required, to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Pacific
National has been successfully importing the schedule and time data from the two external systems
since July 2006.

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm.com
----- Forwarded by Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM on 09/10/2007 08:50 PM ----"Kevin Keogh"
<Kevin.l(eogh@infor.com>

To "Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>, Joseph
Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

24/09/2007 1i :52 PM

cc "Cindy Williams" <Cindy.Williams@infor.com>
Subje FW: FW: Award engine reference sites
ct

Hi Joseph
The Project Manager at Pacific Notional who s-tarted and delivered the
project was Craig Smith.
His phone number is
They ore not on SAP site but the
application is very similar
(PSFT). More info to come.
Regards
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Kevin Keogh

r-rom: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aul.ibm .com]
Sent:: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:35 PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Jason Cameron; Cindy Williams; Nitin Deshmukh; Chris Prebble

Subject: Re: FW: Award engine reference sites

Thanl<s Julian,
First thing tomorrow morning would suit me best for a conf call, however I should be available most of
the day except for two short meetings at ·1 0:30am and 4pm. Let me know when suits and I will send
through call details.
The Pacific National reference site that Cindy has mentioned sounds very similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. So if you could give me a workbrain contact person for this site
that I could speak to then that would be great. Also I believe Corptech will require a contact person
from PN to be included with our response so can you please provide details on this. (I currently have
Cameron Webb listed as a contact for Woolworths- please let me know if this is incorrect)

Workbrain does not cover the functionality
Corptech have included the following issue in the RFO
that is provided by the SAP Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) and there is an issue of not utilizing
the costing integration available through utilizing CATS. Offerors to ensure that their proposal shall
not take away the need I option to use CATS functionality for the rostering agencie So it seems they
are particulalry worried about our ability to integrate with CATS, so if you are able to provide any
details on reference sites anywhere in the world where Workbrain have previously done this , then I
think that would greatly enhance our position.
-II

II

Although we will be presenting the option of time & attendance gathering through CATS as requested,
I am of the belief that our solution would be further enhanced if we simply replaced CATS for non
rostering agencies with the Workbrain timesheet. So if you have any information that supports this
assertion by comparing WB T&A with CATS, or specifically emphasises WB's ability to provide costing
integration then that would also be helpful.
Thanks

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
em ai I: joseph .su llivan@au .ibm .com

"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>
To Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
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19/09/2007 11 :24 AM

cc Jason Cameron/Australia/IBM@ IBMAU
Subj ect FW: Award engine reference sites

Hi Joseph- please see below .. .I suggest a call with yourself, Cindy and I tomorrow for the
plan .. .. please let me know and forward the details we need to discuss
Best regards
Julian

r-rom: Cindy Williams
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:37AM
To: Julian Bird
Subject: RE: Award engine reference sites
Hey Julian,
Answers to Joseph's questions are below.
It is very common for attendance and schedule inform ation to be imported from external systems into
Workbrai n. The attandance information can be brought it in two ways:

1.
()

Clock data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Import Reader Transactions Tasl\ - Import clock transactions and status values from an external
system

o
o

2.
o

. Process Clocks Task- Processes the clocks from the pending table into the timesheet
Clocks are reflected in the Work Summary record

Work Detail data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Work Detai l Import lntet·face- Import work-related information as overrides
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o

Worl~

Details appear in Workbrain as Worl~ Detail overrides in the Timesheet

An important point about both types of imports is that the imported information is processed (i.e. the
awards engine is run) regardless of whether or not the timesheet is subsequently opened and/or
modified. So, in the process flow diagram Joseph provided, the following would take place in the
boxes:

1.
o

2.
o

3.
o

4.
t>

o
o

o
o

Create Default Records
This "pre-step" is standard processing and prepares the records for the Attendance Import and
Work Summary tasks. Default records are usually created two to six weel~s in advance depending
on business processes. When the default records are created, the awards engine is engaged and
the applicable rules applied.
Attendance Import (optional)
attendance information (clocks and/or work details) imported and applied to the work summary
and/or work detail records (i.e. the awards engine engaged and the applicable rules applied), as
applicable
Work Summary (optional)
timesheet(s) opened and modifications made. When the "Submit" button is pressed, the awards
engine is engaged and the applicable rules are applied
Payroll Export
exports gross pay data to an external system. The only required element for the payroll export to
run is the creatiori of default records; the attendance import and modifications to the timesheet are
both optional. I have walked through the various combinations below for clarity.
if NO attendance inform ation was imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records
if attendance information WAS imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the
attendance import
if NO attendance information was imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made to the timesheet
if attendance information WAS imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the exported
information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the attendance
import plus any changes made to the timesheet

Regarding reference sites of other customers that have imported attendance and/or schedu le
information from external systems, two examples are below. These are the Australian ones I know of
off the top of my head. If you want some North American examples, let me know. Almost every
customer I have worked with has imported some of the attendance/schedule information. They usually
use a mix of both (i.e. import the clocks/timesheet data and then make modifications, if required, in
Workbrain). But, it is very, very common to do this.
1.
Pacific National. The working roster is imported from DES and the actual time is imported from
CROS and DES. Neither the employees nor the supervisors ever go into the timesheets. All the
information comes from the external systems. Payroll occassionally makes modifications in the
timesheet if required to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Uses the
Schedule Work Detail Import. The working roster is imported as schedu led times overrides and the
actual time is imported as work detail overrides. ----Live
2.
Woolworths (Australia & New Zealand). Imports clock data. Modifications, if required, are made
in the timesheet.

---Not Live (Build Stage Only)
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Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Cindy

From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aul.ibm.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:18 PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Paul Surprenant; jason.cameron@au1.ibm.com
Subject: Award engine reference sites

Hi Julian,
As you are well aware we are proposing to use Workbrain as the awards engine for all Corptech
agencies, not just the rostering agencies, and therefore Corptech have requested that we provide
reference sites of where this has been done before. Our solution for the rostering agencies is very
much a standard implementation of Workbrain in regards to awards, as attendance data, schedules,
etc are all entered via the Workbrain front end, where awards will be interpreted before being
interfaced to SAP for final payment. However for non rostering agencies our proposal is rather
different from a normal implementation as we are only intending to utilise the rules engine and leave
accrual components of Workbrain. Attendance data and the work schedule will be imported from SAP
CATS into WB where awards and leave accruals will be run as a batch process before being exported
out to SAP for final payroll processing.
We are aware that this would not normally be the recommended approach for utilising workbrai n,
however it has been specifically stated in the RFO that using SAP CATS must be presented as an
option for all agencies.
I currently have reference sites from Kevin Keogh for the standard implem entation (Woolworths and
Bunnings) however I am looking for any sites that you may have that are similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. i.e Time and attendance data being imported from a 3rd party
system where worl(brain is used purely as a rule engine. Conceivably this use is similar to using
clocking for time collection, however in a clocks system the workbrain timesheet is still utilised to some
degree, whereas in this proposal neither the employee or supervisor would ever directly interact with
the worl(brain system .
Due to the very tight time frames we have to respond to the RFO I would appreciate if you could get
bacl( to rne by COB Wednesday with any comments or problems that you foresee with this proposal,
as well as potential reference sites. This design for non rostering agencies is still very much at a
conceptual level, and I have included a very basic diagram of how the system interactions would
occur.
Regards

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
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IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm.com [attachment "IBM Response Workbrain ReferenceSchedule 3.doc" deleted by Johan Visser!Australia!IBM]
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"Kevi n Keogh"
<Kevin.Keogh@in1or.com>

(

To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
cc Loch la n Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

11/10/2007 05:35PM
Custom expiration·date of

bee
Subject RE: Clarification question 16

11/10/2008
Johan
I have spoken with Craig Smith (Project Manager at Pacific National who is going to Woolworths)
and he has agreed to take a call/ email/ questionnaire from Qld Govt! Corptech and is at either of the
following:
csmith@woolworths.com .au or ck .smith@bigpond.net.au
Regards
Kevin

1-<evin 1-\eoglll Sales Director- Asia Pacific l lnfor - HCM & lnfor - CRM I Ph: +6'1 (0) 3 9691 2311
Fax: +61 (0) 3 959·1 23331 Mobile: +6'1 (0) 414 272 2·1·1 1kevin.keogh@infor.com 1

I

From: Kevin Keogh

Sent: Thu 10/11/2007 2:18AM
To: Johan Visser
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16
Johan
Dale Morgan- dmorgan@bunninqs.com .au
Bunnings has licensed Workbrain for its workforce management requirements across Australia and
New Zealand .
Workbrain has been deployed at Bunnings to manage all the Time and Attendance, Rostering, Leave
and employee entitlements processes and functions for Bunings, Australia's largest DIY Retailer.
Bunnings' original options included an upgrade their in house built legacy T&A system ; to build/
configure th e solution in their ERP system; or to implement a best of breed COTS solution. They
decided on the latter approach as this gave them the most flexibility and lowest total cost of
ownership.
Bunnings run Oracle based applications including Oracle eBusiness Suite for their Financials,
Merchandising and Inventory management, and are implementing Oracle HRMS. They also run the
Alesco Payroll engine. Most applications run on the Oracle DBMs, with web based servers running on
Linux, and their Oracle or Enterprise applications running on IBM's AIX operation system.
The Worl<brain solution provides enterprise Time and Attendance and Award Interpretation with real
time castings as well as an Actual vs Budget comparison for the entire business or for individual
teams on a single shift. The major outcomes ensure adherence to corporate and regulatory
guidelines. KPis are tracked and monitored in real tim e.
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guidelines. KPis are tracked and monitored in real time .
I will forward Craig's information once I have spoken with him and received his approval.
Regards
Kevin

l<evin l<eogh I Sales Director - Asia Pacific l lnfor - HCM & lnfor- CAM I Pl1: +6·J (0} 3 959 ·1 231·1 I
Fax: -1-6·1 (0) 3 9691 2333 1 Mobil e: +61 (0) LJ.·I4 272 2·11 1 kevin.keogh@infor.com 1

.--- --···--- ---------·----- - - -

- - - - -------·--··--·-·----------------

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 10:58 PM
To : Kevin Keogh
C:c : Lachlan Bloomfield
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16

Kevin
Thank you for the information. Please provide me with the following :
()
fl

a short Project Summary for Bunnings
e-mail addresses for the referees

I propose that we only provide them with one contact person for Bunnings - Dal e Morgan
I am not sure that/if Corp Tech calls the references or not. To my l\nowledge they provide th em with a
lengthy questionnaire to be completed. Also CorpTech do not involve us/do not want us involved in the
process.
Thank you .
Johan .
Office Phone: 5·1 (0)2 9478 899 ·1
Mobile : 5·1 (0)405 466 369
E-mail : johan.x.visser@aui.ibm.com

"l<evin Keogh" <f<evin.l<eogh@infor.com>
To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
11/10/2007 12:26 PM

cc Lachlan Bloomfield/Au stralia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject RE : Cl arification question 16
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Johan
The Phone number you had for Craig Smith (PAcific 1\iational PM) was incorrect.
His number is 04·
At Bunnings- the contact on the Project (Team Lead) is Dale Morgan.
Dale has been on the Bunnings Payroll team for over a decade.
He was intimately involved in the Workbrain project and has been involved
in th e Worl<brain project which is now live.
Dale Morgan- 03 883i 9708.
I have another contact (Head of Infrastructure and Systems Admin) at Bunnings if the Corptech guys
need to get very technical. Bunnings are running Workbrain on Oracle with the App Server and Web
Server on Linux and the Oracle DBMs back end running on IBM AIX.
Their previous T&A system was a mainframe based system and their payroll is the same as Aust Post
and the WA Govt. They are running Oracle eBusiness suite for their Financials and their
Merchandising and Inventory.
Pl ease confirm the names from Corptech and when they will be calling so that I can inform both Craig
and Dale asap.
Thanks
Kevin

1\evin l<eogh 1Sales Directot·- i\sia Pacific l lnfor - HCM 8t lnfor - CRiVl l Ph: +6i (0) 3 969i 23 ·1·1 1
Fax: +6"i (0) 3 959·1 23331 Mobile: +6-1 (0) 4 ·1 4 272 2·1·1 1kevin .keogh@infor.com .l

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 9:52PM
To: l<evin Keogh
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Cindy Williams
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16

Kevin
Please confirm that the attached are correct or make any changes/additions you feel are required.
Thank you .
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Johan.
Office Phone: 61 {0)2 9478 8991
Mobile: 61 {0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan .x.visser@au·l.ibm.com

"Kevin Keogh" <l<evin.l<eogh@infor.com>
To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
11/10/2007 11 :20 AM

cc Lochlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject RE: Clarification question 16

Johan
Yes you can- The Pac National PM -Craig Smith is actually going to a project working for Woolworths
as a PM or similar on their Di struibution Centres - if not already- but he agreed to take th e call from
Old Govt.
KK
1\evin f\eogh 1 Sales Director - Asia Pacific l lnfor - HCM & lnfor- CRM I Ph: +6·1 {0) 3 9691 231 ·1
Fax: -1-G-i (0) 3 9691 2333 1 Mobile: +G·I (0) 414 272 2·1·1 1 kevin .keogh@infor.com I

I

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan .x.visser@aul.ibm .com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 8:12 PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: lachlan bloomfield
Subject: Fw: Clarification question 16

Kevin
With reference to th e attached note. Are we able/allowed to provide Pacific National top Corp Tech as
a reference site. If yes, who is the contact person and contact details at Pacaific National.
Name:
e-mail:
Phone:
Please note that Corp Tech has a very large questionnaire that th ey expect reference sites to respond
to.
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Regards.
Johan.
Office Phone: 6"1 (0)2 9478 899·1
Mobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan.x.visser@aui .ibm.com
-----Forwarded by Johan Visser/AustraliaJIBM on 11/10/2007 10:06 AM ----Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM
To Johan Visser/Australia/IBM, Lachlan Bloomfield
cc Paul Surprenant/Australia/IBM, jason .cameron@au1.ibm.com, Nitin
09/10/2007 08:57PM

Deshmukh/Austral ia/1 BM
Subje Clarification question 16
ct

FYI- Pacific National could potentially be used as a workbrain reference site for question 16, the client
project managers details are listed below in an email from Kevin Keogh. This is probably a better
reference site than Woolies anyway as what they are doing is more in line with our solution for non
rostering agencies. Might pay to call them or Workbrain to determine if they are going to be obliging
or not, as sounds like Woolies isn't talking to them. Details of this implementation included in 040 are;

Pacific National imports schedule and time data into the Workbrain application from two external
systems (CROS and DES). CROS and DES are existing scheduling!T&A ystems used in the
lntermodal division (CROS) and the Grain, Industrial, and Coal divisions (DES) of Pacific National to
create master rosters, annual cycles, working rosters and actual timesheets. A business decision was
made (mainly due to hardware restrictions, remote site locations and user training issues) to continue
inputting schedule and time data into the existing systems and passing the information to Workbrain.
Once the information is entered into CROS and DES, flat files are generated on a scheduled basis
and the information is exported to the Workbrain system. The Workbrain import/interface creates
scheduled times and work detail overrides based on the imported schedule and time data and
engages the award interpreter whereby the applicable rules and allowances are applied. Neither the
employees nor the supervisors access the timesheets. Payroll occassional/y makes modifications to
th e timesheet, if required, to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Pacific
National has been successfully importing the schedule and time data from the two external systems
since July 2006.

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: jos eph.sullivan@au. ibm.com
•••·· Forwarded by Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM on 09/10/2007 08:50PM ·····
"Kevin Keogh"
To "Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>, Joseph
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d(evi n. Keog h@i nfo r .com>
Sullivan/Australia/IBM@ IBMAU

24/09/2007 11:52 PM

cc "Cindy William s" <Cindy.Williams@infor.com >
Subje FW: FW: Award engine reference sites
ct

Hi Joseph
Th e Project Manager at Pacific 1\lational who started and delivered the
project was Craig Smith .
His phone number is
They are not an SAP site bu·r the
application is very similar
(PSFT). More info to come.
Regards
Kevin Keogh

,---·---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------·-------- --·-----·

From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aui.ibm.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:35PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Jason Cameron; Cindy Williams; Nitin Deshmukh; Chris Prebble
Subject: Re: FW: Award engine reference sites

Thanks Julian,
First thing tomorrow morning would suit me best for a conf call, however I should be available most of
the day except for two short meetings at 10:30am and 4pm. Let me !mow when suits and I wi ll send
through call details.
The Pacific National reference site that Cindy has mentioned sounds very similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. So if you could give me a workbrain contact person for this site
that I could speak to then that would be great. Also I bel ieve Corptech will require a contact person
from PN to be included with our response so can you please provide details on this. (I currently have
Cameron Webb listed as a contact for Woolworths- please let me know if this is incorrect)
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Corptech have includ ed the following issue in the RFO Workbrain does not cover the functionality
that is provided by the SAP Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) and there is an issue of not utilizing
the costing integration available through utilizing CATS. Offerors to ensure that their proposal shall
not take away the need I option to use CATS functionality for the rostering agencie So it seems they
are particulalry worried about our ability to integrate with CATS, so if you are able to provide any
details on reference sites anywhere in the world where Workbmin have previously done this, then I
think that wou ld greatly enhance our position.
-II

II

Although we will be presenting the option of time & attendance gathering through CATS as requested,
I am of the belief tl1at our solution would be further enhanced if we simply replaced CATS for non
rostering agencies with the Workbrain timesheet. So if you have any information that supports this
assertion by comparing WB T&A with CATS, or specifically emphasises WB's ability to provide costing
integration then that would also be helpful.
Thanks

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph :
email: joseph .sullivan@au.ibm.com

"Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com>
To Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
19/09/2007 11 :24 AM

cc Jason Cameron/Australia!IBM@IBMAU
Subject FW : Award engine reference sites

Hi Joseph- please see beloW... ! suggest a call with yourself, Cindy and I tomorrow for the
plan ... .please let me know and forward the details we need to discuss
Best regards
Julian

,-----~ - - ---·· · -------· ----

-- - ------ - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - --
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~mm: Cindy Williams
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:37AM
To: Julian Bird
Subject: RE: Award engine reference sites

Hey Julian,
Answers to Joseph's questions are below.
It is very common for attendance and schedule information to be imported from external systems into
Workbrain. The attandance information can be brought it in two ways:

i.
<ll

Clock data is imported into Worl<brain as follows:
Import Reader Transactions Task- Import clock transactions and status values from an external
system

<ll

Process Clocks Task- Processes the clocks from the pending table into the timesheet

(l)

Clocks are reflected in the Work Summary record

2.
ClJ

o

Work Detail data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Worl< Detail Import Interface- Import work-related information as overrides
Work Details appear in Workbrain as Work Detail overrides in the Timesheet

An important point about both types of imports is that the imported information is processed (i.e. the
awards engine is run) regardless of whether or not the timesheet is subsequently opened and/or
modified . So, in the process flow diagram Joseph provided, the following would take place in the
boxes:
·1 .
o

2.
o

3.
o

4.
o

Create Default Records
This "pre-step" is standard processing and prepares the records for the Attendance Import and
Worl< Summary tasks. Default records are usually created two to six weeks in advance depending
on business processes. When the default records are created, the awards engine is engaged and
the applicable rules applied.
Attendance Import (optional)
attendance information (clocks and/or work details) imported and applied to the work summary
and/or work detail records (i.e. the awards engine engaged and the applicable rules applied), as
applicable
Worl< Summary (optional)
timesheet(s) opened and modifications made. When the "Submit" button is pressed, the awards
engine is engaged and the applicable rules are applied
Payroll Export
exports gross pay data to an external system. The only required element for the payroll export to
run is the creation of default records; the attendance import and modifications to the timesheet are
both optional. l have walked through the various combinations below for clarity.
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o

if NO attendance information was imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the

(')

exported information is based on the default records
if attendance information WAS imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on th e default records plus any changes made based on the

0

"'

attendance import
if NO attendance inform atio n was imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on th e default records plus any changes made to the timesheet
if attendance information WAS imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the exported
information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the attendance
import plus any changes made to the timesheet

Regarding refere nce sites of other customers that have imported attendance and/or schedule
information from external systems, two examples are below. These are the Australi an ones I know of
off the top of my head . If you want some North American examples, let me know. Almost every
customer I have worked with has imported some of the attendance/schedule information. They usually
use a mi x of both (i.e. import the clocks/tim esheet data and then make modifications, if required, in
Workbrain) . But, it is very, very common to do this.
1.
Pacific National. The working roster is imported from DES and the actual time is imported from
CROS and DES. Neither th e employees nor the supervisors ever go into the timesheets. All the
information comes from the external systems. Payroll occassionally makes modifications in the
timesheet if required to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances . Uses the
Schedule Work Detail Import. The worl<ing ro ster is imported as scheduled times overrides and the
actual time is imported as work detail overrides. ---- Live
2.
Woolworths (Australia & New Zealand). Imports clocl< data. Modifications, if required, are made
in the timesheet. --- Not Live (Build Stage Only)
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Cindy

· -· ··· - -···- --·----~- - -------- ------------------------- - --- - -------- --- - ·------------·-- ·

--------·--------

From: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aul.ibm.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:18PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Paul Surprenant; jason.cameron@aul.ibm.com
Subject: Award engine reference sites

Hi Julian,
As you are well aware we are proposing to use Workbrain as the awards engine for all Corptech
agencies, not just the rostering agencies, and th er·efore Corptech have requested that we provide
reference sites of where this has been done before. Our solution for the rostering agencies is very
much a standard implementation of Workbrain in regards to awards, as attendance data, schedu les,
etc are all entered via the Workbrain front end, whe re awards will be interpreted before being
interfaced to SAP for final payment. However for non rostering agencies our proposal is rather
different from a normal implementation as we are only intending to utilise the rules engine and leave
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accrual components of Workbrain. Attendance data and the work schedu le wi ll be imported from SAP
CATS into WB where awards and leave accruals wi ll be run as a batch process before being exported
out to SAP for final payroll processing.
We are aware that this would not normally be the recommended approach for utilising workbrain,
however it has been specifical ly stated in the RFO that using SAP CATS must be presented as an
option for all agencies.
I currently have reference sites from l<evin Keogh for the standard implementation (Woolworths and
Bunnings) however I am lookin g for any sites that you may have that me similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. i.e Time and attendance data being imported from a 3rd party
system where workbrain is used purely as a rule engine. Conceivably this use is sim il ar to using
clocking for time col lection, however in a clocks system the workbrain timesheet is still utilised to some
degree, whereas in this proposal neither the employee or supervisor would ever directly interact with
the workbrain system.
Due to the very tight time frames we have to respond to the RFO I wou ld appreciate if you could get
back to me by COB Wednesday with any comments or problems that you foresee with thi s proposal,
as wel l as potential reference sites. This design for non rostering agencies is sti ll very much at a
conceptual level, and I have included a very basic diagram of how the system interactions wou ld
occur.
Regards

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
emai l: joseph.sullivan@au .ibm.com [attachment "IBM Response Workbrain ReferenceSchedule 3.doc" deleted by Johan Visser/Australia!IBM]
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:rom: Lachlan Bloomfield
To: Kevin Keogh
CC : Paul Surprenant; Joseph Sullivan ; Nitin Deshmukh; Jason Cameron

BCC:
Sent Date: 2007-10-15 08:08:43:000
Received Date :
Subject: New Workbrain Agenda
Attachments : Presentation- Application Product mix- workbrain .doc, wb solsheet publicsector.pdf,
::Jartner MarketScope.pdf

(eyin
(

::Jlf'

~find

an updated agenda attached .

. 0poke to Maree Blakeney and she asked whether the public sector brochure below is applicable to
JS Federal Government (i.e. the reference to 500,000 employees) and if so, what is the client and
·elevant details of what Workbrain is used for etc.
3he said that she spoke to Craig Smith this afternoon and said that they were disappointed that what he
3poke about was for only 2,900 employees. They understand that we won't necessary have one client
:hat is exactly the same as Queensland Government, but were keen to complement the Pacific l\lational
::;lient example with something else of large scale.
Cheers
Lachlan Bloomfield
Public Sector Lead, Queensland
IB~,., Global Business Services
-~: ..~
~.

~

.f-;:;:_~.l '
.

1el 5, IBM Centre, 348 Edward St, Brisbane, QLD 4000
+61 417 605 084
ff:'~ +61 7 3213 2063
ifm +61 7 3013 419 0
iil lochlan.bloomfield@au1 .ibm.com
"C#

----- Forwarded by Loch ian Bloomfield/Australia/IBMon 15/10/2007 06:03PM----From:Maree.Bi aken ey@corptech.qld.gov.au
To: IBM.Offerors@treasury.qld.gov.au
Date:15/1 0/2007 03:26 PM
Subject:P resentation sessions
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II All,

Ve are seeking an overview presentation of some aspects of your proposal.
]entified below is a list of meeting that we would like to hold with you.
1ttached is an agenda for the Product Mix session on Wednesday, an agenda
Jr the other sessions will be sent late this afternoon. Confirmation of
le venue will also be confirmed later this afternoon.
~an you please confirm your availability and number of attendee for each
;ession.

\I so this afternoon, we will issue further clarification question
>eri
ing to some of your assumptions (listed in Appendix 2 of your offer)
me ,w these impact on cost and our determined risks and issues.
-.Jay 16th October 2007
,vvernance, Structure and Implementation Schedule
BM -11.30 am to 1.00pm.
Nednesday 17th October 2007
::Jroduct Application Mix - Workbrain Conceptual Model
BM - 9.00 am - 11.00 am
::-;ost overview .
.BM - 3.00pm - 4.30 pm
:see attached file: Presentation- Application Product mix- workbrain.doc)
~See

htt

attached file: wb_solsheet_pub!icsector.pdf)
mediaproducts.gartner.com/reprints/plateau/atticle1/article1.htm!

~attached

file: Gatiner_MarketScope.pdf)

Maree Blakeney
Manager, Resource Management Unit
=~====~==~=~~~=== ===========================================

Fin Business Admin & Contracts I CorpTech
Level 6, 61 Mary Street, Brisbane, 4000
Phone: 3227 7552 ext 77552
mailto:maree.blakeney@corptech.qld.gov.au

============================================================
Presentation - AppTfcation Product mix- wo1'kbrain .doc 'i!Vb_solsl'leet_publicsector.pdf Ga!tner_f'-1al-ketScope..pdf

IBM - Wednesday 1yih October 2007, 9.00 am- "l 'I .00 am

Application Prod uct Mix - Workbrain conceptual model

i.

Please outline the Workbrain model proposed to manage awards within
the Queensland Government, including:
0

The Workbrain products

o

The end user experience - (ESS I Workbrain)

o

Managing time entitlements

o

Managing not time award components

o

Differentiation for rostering Agencies and non rostering Agencies

o

Integration points between Workbrain and SAP and how these will
work, including the level of real time integration .

o

Th e area (percentage I Number) of awat·d rules that would be
configured in Workbrain and those which would still need to be
configured in SAP?

o

Would there be any awards I rules that would need to be
configured in both SAP and Workbrain?

2.

How do you propose to source skilled Workbrain resources?

3.

How do you ensure the availability of the Workbrain product?

4.

\/Vhat additional infrastructure is required?

Attached are a Gartner Report and Workbrain Pub fie Sector information brief
-please comment on these documents if applicable.
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IBM - Wednesday 1yth October 2007, 9.00 am - 11.00 am

. Application Product Mix- Workbrain conceptual model
1.

Please outline the Workbrain model proposed

to

manage awards within

the Queensland Government, including:
o

The Workbrain products

o

The end user experience- (ESS I Workbrain)

o

Managing time entitlements

o

Managing non time award components

o

Differentiation for rostering Agencies and non rostering Agencies

o

Integration points between Workbrain and SAP and how these will
work, including the level of real time integration.

o

The component of each award .that would be configured in
Workbrain and those which would still need to be configured in
SAP? i.e. which components are in Workbrain and which in SAP?

o

Would there be any awards I rules that would need to be
configured in both SAP and Workbrain?

2.

How do you propose to source skilled Workbrain resources?

3.

How do you ensure the availability of the Workbrain product?

4.

What additional infrastructure is required?

5.

Details of the anticipated Performance of Workbrain and the overall
payroll process for all Queensland Government employees.

6.

Please comment on the time to configure the awards ( i.e. why is it
faster than SAP.)

7.

What component of the awards will need to be customised rather than

configured?

Attached are a Gartner Report and \Norkbrain Public Sector information brief
-please comment on these documents if applicable.

-

..

"Kevin Keogh"
<Kev in .Keogh@in'ror.com>

15/10/200711 :11 AM
C ustom expiration date of

To Johan Visser/A ustralia/IBM @IBMAU
cc Lochlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
bee
Subject RE: Clarifica tion question 16 - Bunnings

15/10/2008
History:

~

This message has been forwarded.

Johan
I just spoke with Dal e Morgan's Project Director- Therese Murray at Bunnings- and she will take
the call s/ refel'8nces or questionnaires from Qld Govi.
Therese has been Project Director for the Workforce Management project since 2006 and reports to
the CIO.
She has been travellin g and been hard to contact but confirmed today that she wil l have a better
handle
on th e busin ess benefits and decision process and is respon sible for future phases of the proj ect as
well
(New Zeal and and Phase II - such as Labour Forecasting and Budgeting etc).
Therese Murray is avail able on Mobile: -

and email : - tmurray@bunninqs.com.au

Please confirm if any approach has been made to date.
Thanks
Kevin
f\evin Keogh 1 Sales Director- Asia Pacific l lnfor - HCM & lnfor - CRM I Ph: +6 1 (0) 3 9691 231 i
Fax: +6 1 (0) 3 959·1 23331 Mobile: -1-6-l (0)
1kevin .keogh@infor.com 1

1

From: l<evin Keogh
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 10:26 PM
To: Johan Visser
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16
Johan
The Phon e number you had for Craig Smith (PAcific National PM) was incorrect.
His number is
At Bunnings - the contact on the Project (Team Lead) is Dale Morgan.
Dale has been on the Bunnings Payroll team for over a decade.
He was intim ately involved in the Worl\brain project and has been involved
in the Workbrain project which is now live.
Dale Morgan - 03 8831 9708.
I have another contact (H ead of Infrastructure and Systems Admin) at Bunnings if the Corptech g uys
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I have another contact (H ead of Infrastructure and Systems Admin) at Bunnings if the Corptech guys
need to get very technical. Bunnings are running Worl<brain on Oracle with th e App Server and Web
Server on Linux and the Oracle DBMs back end running on IBM AIX.
Their previous T&A system was a mainframe based system and their payroll is th e same as Aust Post
and the WA Govt. They are running Oracl e eBusiness suite for their Financials and their
Merchandising and Inventory.
Please confirm th e names from Corptech and when they will be calling so that I can inform both Craig
and Dale asap.
Thanks
Kevin

1\evin 1\eogll I Sales Dir·ector· - Asia Pacific l lnfor- HCM 8t lnfor- CRM I Pl1: +61 (0) 3 959·1 23·1·1 I
Fax: +6-i (0) 3 959·1 2333 1 Mobile: -r-6·1 (0) 414 272 2·11 1 kevin.keog h@info r.com 1

i "-

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@au1.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 9:52PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Cindy Williams
Subject: RE: Clarification question 16

Kevin
Please confirm that the attached are correct or make any changes/additions you feel are required.
Thank you .
Johan.
Office Phone: 61 (0)2 9478 8991
Mobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-mail: johan.x.visser@au1 .ibm.com

"Kevin Keogh" <l<evin.Keogh@infor.com>
To Johan Vi sser/Au stralia/IBM@IBMAU
11 /10/2007 11 :20 AM

cc Lachl an Bloomfield/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
Subject RE: Clarification question 16
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Johan
Yes you can -The Pac National PM - Craig Smith is actually going to a project working for Woolworths
as a PM or similar on their Distruibution Centres- if not already - but he agreed to take the call from
Qld Govt.
KK
Kevin 1'\eogh 1 Sales Director- Asi a Pacific l lnfor- HCIVi & lnfor- CRIVl l Plr +6 -1 (0) 3 969-1 23 1-1
Fax: -r6i (0) 3 9691 2333 I!Viobile: -1-6-l (0) 414 272 2-1-1 1 kevin .keogh@infor.com 1

r

From: Johan Visser [mailto:johan.x.visser@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Wed 10/10/2007 8:12 PM
To: Kevin Keogh
Cc: lachlan bloomfield
Subject: Fw: Clarification question 16

Kevin
With reference to the attached note. Are we able/allowed to provide Pacific National top Corp Tech as
a reference site. If yes, who is the contact person and contact details at Pacaific National.
Nam e:
e-mail:
Phone:
Please note that Corp Tech has a very large qu estionnaire that they expect reference sites to respond
to.
Regards.
Johan.
Office Phone: 61 (0)2 9478 8991
!Viobile: 61 (0)405 466 369
E-m ail: joh an. x. visse r@au1.ibm .com
----- Forwarded by J ohan Visser/ Austral ia/IBM on 11 /10/2007 10:06 AM ----Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM
To Johan Visser/ Australia/IBM, Lochlan Bloomfi eld
cc Paul Surprenant!Australia/IBM, jason.cameron@au1.ibm .com, Nitin

09/10/2007 08:57 PM

Deshmukh/Australia/IBM
Subje Clarification question 16
ct
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FYI - Pacific National could potentially be used as a workbrain reference site for question 16, the client
project managers details are listed below in an email from Kevin Keogh. This is probably a better
reference site than Woolies anyway as what they are doing is more in line with our solution for non
rostering agencies. Might pay to call them or Workbrain to determine if they are going to be obliging
or not, as sounds like Woolies isn't talking to them. Details of this implementation included in 040 are;

Pacific National imports schedule and time data into the Workbrain application from two external
systems (CROS and DES). CROS and DES are existing scheduling!T&Aystems used in the
lntermodal division (CROS) and the Grain, Industrial, and Coal divisions (DES) of Pacific National to
create master rosters, annual cycles, working rostf)rs and actual timesheets. A business decision was
made (mainly due to hardware restrictions, remote site locations and user training issues) to continue
inputting schedule and time data into the existing systems and passing the information to Workbrain.
Once the information is entered into CROS and DES, flat files are generated on a scheduled basis
and the information is exported to the Workbrain system. The Workbrain import/interface creates
scheduled times and work detail overrides based on the imported schedule and time data and
engages the award interpreter whereby the applicable rules and allowances are applied. Neither the
employees nor the supervisors access the timesheets. Payroll occassionally makes modifications to
the timesheet, if required, to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Pacific
National has been successfully importing the schedule and time data from the two external systems
since July 2006.

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
email: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm .com
----- Forwarded by Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM on 09/1 0/2007 08:50 PM ----"Kevin Keogh"
d(evin.Keogh@infor.com>

To "Julian Bird" <Julian.Bird@infor.com >, Joseph
Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU

24/09/2007 11 :52 PM

cc "Cindy Williams" <Cindy.Williams@infor.com>
Subje FW: FW: Award engine reference sites
ct

Hi Joseph
The Project Manager at Pacific Notional who started and delivered the
project was Craig Smith.
His phone number is
They ore not on SAP site but the
application is very similar
· (PSFT) _More info to come.
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Regards
Kevin Keogh

r-- ------·-- -- - - - - - - -- - - -------------·--·------- ----------- - --------- - --- - - - -- - - - - · ·- ---------- - - -----

!=rom: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aui.ibm.com]

Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:35PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Jason Cameron; Cindy Williams; Nitin Deshmukh; Chris Prebble

Subject : Re: FW: Award engine reference sites

Thanks Julian,
First thing tomorrow morning wou ld suit me best for a conf call, however I should be available most of
the day except for two short meetings at 10:30am and 4pm. Let me know when suits and I will send
thmugh call details.
The Pacific National reference site that Cindy has mentioned sounds very similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. So if you could give me a workbrain contact person for this site
that I could speak to then that would be great. Also I believe Corptech will require a contact person
from PN to be in cluded with our response so can you please provide details on this. (I currently have
Cameron Webb listed as a contact for Woolworths- please let me know if this is incorrect)
Corptech have included the following issue in the RFO - "Workbrain does not cover the functionality
that is provided by the SAP Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) and there is an issue of not utilizing
the costing integration available through utilizing CATS. Offerors to ensure that their proposal shall
not take away the need I option to use CATS functionality for the rostering agencie " So it seems they
are particulalry worried about our ability to integrate with CATS, so if you are able to provide any
details on reference sites anywhere in th e world where Workbrain have previously done this, then I
think that would greatly enhance our position.
Although we will be presenting the option of time & attendance gathering through CATS as requested,
I am of the belief that our solution would be further enhanced if we simply replaced CATS for non
rostering agencies with the Workbrain timesheet. So if you have any information that supports this
assertion by comparing WB T&A with CATS, or specifically emphasises WB's ability to provide costing
integration then that would also be helpful.
Thanks

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
emai l: joseph.sullivan@au.ibm.com

"Julian B ird" <Julian.Bird@i nfor.com>
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To Joseph Sullivan/Australia/IBM@IBMAU
19/09/2007 11 :24 AM

cc Jason Cam eron/Australi a/IBM@IBMAU
Subject FW: Award engine reference sites

Hi Joseph - please see below ...! suggest a call with yourself, Cindy and I tomorrow for the
plan ....please let me know and forward the details we need to discuss
Best regards
Julian

From: Cindy Williams
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2007 1:37AM
To: Julian Bird
Subject: RE: Award engine reference sites
Hey Julian,
Answers to Joseph's questions are below.
It is ver·y common for attendance and schedule inform ation to be fmported from external systems into
Workbrain. The attandance information can be brought it in two ways:
1.
o

Clock data is imported into Workbrain as follows:
Import Reader Transactions Task- Import clock transactions and status values from an external
system

e>

o

2.

Process Clocks Task- Processes the clocks from the pending table into the timesheet
Clocks are reflected in the Work Summary record
Work Detail data is imported into Workbrain as follows:

o

Worl\ Detail Import Interface- Import work-related inform ation as overrides

o

Work Details appear in Workbrain as Work Detail overrides in the Timesheet
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An important point about both types of imports is that the imported information is processed (i.e. the
awards engine is run) regar-dless of whether or not the timesheet is subsequently opened and/or
modified. So, in the process flow diagram Joseph provided, the following would take place in the
boxes:
·1 .
l'l

2.
lil

3.
o

4.
e

e

"

o

"

Create Default Records
This "pre-step" is standard processing and prepares the records for the Attendance Import and
Work Summary tasks. Default records are usually created two to si x weeks in advance depending
on business processes. When the default records me created, the awar·ds engine is engaged and
the applicable rules applied.
Attendance Import (optional)
attendance information (clocks and/or work details) imported and applied to the work summary
and/or work detail records (i.e. the awards engine engaged and the applicable rules applied), as
applicable
Worl< Summary (optional)
timesheet(s) opened and modifications made. When the "Submit" button is pressed, the awards
engine is engaged and the applicable rules are applied
Payroll Export
exports gross pay data to an external system. The only required element for the payroll export to
run is the creation of default records; the attendance import and modifications to the timesheet are
both optional. I have walked through the various combinations below for clarity.
if NO attendance information was imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records
if attendance information WAS imported and NO changes were made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the
attendance import
if NO attendance information was imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the
exported information is based on the default records plus any changes made to the timesheet
if attendance information WAS imported and changes WERE made to the timesheet, the exported
information is based on the default records plus any changes made based on the attendance
import plus any changes made to the timesheet

Regarding reference sites of other customers that have imported attendance and/or schedule
information from external systems, two examples are below. These are the Australian ones I know of
off the top of my head. If you want some North American examples, let me l<now. Almost every
customer I have worked with has imported some of the attendance/schedule information. They usually
use a mix of both (i.e. import the clocks/timesheet data and then make modifications, if required, in
Workbrain) . But, it is very, very common to do this.
i.
Pacific National. The working roster is imported from DES and the actual time is imported from
CROS and DES. Neither the employees nor the supervisors ever go into the timesheets. All the
information comes from the external systems. Payroll occassionally makes modifications in the
timesheet if required to correct faulty data or to cater for exceptional circumstances. Uses the
Schedule Work Detail Import. The working roster is imported as scheduled times overrides and the
actual time is imported as work detail overrides. ----Live
2.
Woolworths (Australia & New Zealand) . Imports clock data. Modifications, if required, are made
in the timesheet. --- Not Live (Build Stage Only)
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
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Cindy

; --- - - - -·-- · -·· · -- - ---· -- - ----- -~ ---··--

--- --

r-rom: Joseph Sullivan [mailto:joseph.sullivan@aul.ibm.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 8:18PM
To: Julian Bird
Cc: Lachlan Bloomfield; Paul Surprenant; jason.cameron@au1.ibm.com
Subject: Award engine reference sites

Hi Julian,
As you are well aware we are proposing to use Workbrain as the awards engine for· all Corptech
agencies, not just the rostering agencies, and therefore Corptech have requested that we provide
reference sites of where this has been done before. Our solution for the rostering agencies is very
much a standard impl ementatio n of Workbrain in regards to awards, as attendance data, schedules,
etc are all entered via the Worl<brain front end, where awards will be interpreted before being
interfaced to SAP for final payment. However for non rosteri ng agencies our proposal is rather
different from a normal implementation as we are only intending to utilise the rules engine and leave
accrual compon ents of Workbrain. Attendance data and the work schedule will be imported from SAP
CATS into WB where awards and leave accruals will be run as a batch process before being exported
out to SAP for final payroll processing.
W e are aware that this would not normally be the recommended approach for utilising workbrain,
however it has been specifically stated in the RFO that using SAP CATS must be presented as an
option for all agencies.
I currently have reference sites from f<evin 1-<eog h for the standard implementation (Woolworths and
Bunnings) however I am looking for any sites that you may have that are similar to what we are
proposing for non rostering agencies. i.e Time and attendance data being imported from a 3rcl party
system where workbrain is used purely as a rule engine. Conceivably this use is similar to using
clocking for time collection, however in a clocks system the workbrain timesheet is still utilised to some
degree, whereas in this proposal neither the employee or supervisor would ever directly interact with
the workbrain system.
Due to the very tight time frame s we have to respond to the RFO I would appreciate if you could get
back to me by GOB Wednesday with any comments or problems that you foresee with this proposal,
as well as potential reference sites. This design for non rostering agencies is still very much at a
conceptual level, and I have included a very basic diagram of how the system interactions would
occur.
Regards

Joseph Sullivan
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Services
Melbourne, Australia
ph:
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email: joseph .sullivan@au .ibrn.corn
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Loch !em
Bloomfield / Aushalia/IBM
15/10/2007 04:28PM
Defa ult c ustom expiration
date of 14/ 10/2008

To m aree.blakeney@corptech .qld .gov.a u
cc Paul Surprena nt/Australia/IBM@IBMAU, Johan
Visser/ Australia/IBM@ IBMA U
bee
Subject Clarification question 16 - Bunnings

Moree,
Yes, Th e rese has confirmed today that she will take your call . Therese has been th e Project
Director for th e Workforce Management project since 2006 a nd reports to the CIO. She is
also responsible tor future phases of the project. You can contact Th erese on
or
tmurray@bunnings .com.au.
Regarding Craig Smith, he has now lett Pacific National and is working at Woolworths on th eir
Work brain implementation. In any case, Craig is the best p erson to speak to as he has a very
good understanding of the solution architecture, in particular how it compares to a solution
architecture that uses only an ERP solution. Craig's number is
Pl ease let me know if you need any extra information.
Regards
Lachlan Bloomfield
Public Sector Lead, Queensland
IBM Glob al Business Services

~

Level 5, IBM Centre, 348 Edward St, Brisbane, QLD 4000

m
to!

~
1'@1

+6 1 417 605 084
+61 7 3213 2063

+61 7 3013 4190
lochlan .bloomfield@aul.ibm .com
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lochlan
Bloomfield/ Australkt/IBM

15/10/2007 04:36PM

To Kevin Keogh <Kevin.Keogh@infor.com>
cc Paul Surprenant/ Austra lia/IBM@IBMAU, Johan
Visser/ Austra lia/I BM@IBMAU

bee
Default custom expiration
date of 14/ 10/2008

Subject Fw: Presentation sessions - URGENT

Kevin,
As we just discussed, here is the confirmed tim e, date and agenda for our Workbrain session .
I w ill b e planning on the attendance of yourself, one functional resource and one technical
resource from Workbrain. I know it is difficult pulling your people from paying client, but as
discussed we have plenty riding o n this. Thanks. Also, please be aware of the other two
attachments, which warrant a ttention .
Also, regarding the three areas of concem we have g lea ned from CorpTech, please dig up
the best you can:
·
1. SAP HR/Payroll integration;
2. Larg e volume/scale of award interpretation (i.e. equivalent to Qld Government); and
3. List of Workbrain clients worldwide, in particular those using the award interpreter.
Please let me know if you would like to discuss any of this.
Cheers
Lachlan Bloomfield
Public Sector Lead 1 Queensland
IBM Global Business Services

~

Leve l 5, IBM Centre, 348 Edward St, Brisbane, QLD 4000

m
g

+61 417 605 084
+61 7 3213 2063

[1;1

1§1

+61 7 3013 4190
lochlan.bloomfiefd @aul. ibm.com

--- Forwarded by Lochlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM on 15/10/2007 03:30 PMFrom:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Maree.Biakeney@corptech.qld.gov.au
IBM .Offerors@treasury .qld .gov.au
15/10/2007 03:26 PM
Presentation sessions

HI AIL
We are seeking an overview presentation of some aspects of your pmposal .
Identified below is a list of meeting that we would like to hold with you .
Attached is an agenda for th e Product Mix session on Wednesday, an agenda
for the other sessions will be sent late this afternoon. Confirmation of
the venue will also be confirmed later- this afternoon.
Can you please confirm your availability and number of attendee for each
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Can you pl ease confirm your availability and number of attendee for each
session.
Also this afternoon, we will issue furth er clarification question
pet·taining to some of your assumptions (listed in Appendix 2 of your offer)
and how th ese impact on cost and our determined risks and issues.
Tu esday 16th October 2007
Governance, Structure and Implemen tation Schedule
IBM - 11 .30 am to 1.00pm .
Wed nesday 17th Octobet· 2007
Product Application Mix - Workbrain Conce ptual Model
IBM- 9.00 am- 11 .00 am
Cost overview.
IBM - 3.00pm- 4.30 pm
(S ee attached file: Presentation- Application Produc t mix- workbmin.doc)
(See attached file : wb_solsheet_publicsector.pdf)
http:/ /mediaproducts.g artner. co m/reprints/plateau/article 1/articl e 1.html

(S ee attached file : Gartner_MarketScope.pdf)

Moree Blakeney
Manager, Resource Management Unit .

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -------------------------------------Fin Business Admin & Contracts I CorpTech
Level 6, 61 Mary Street, Brisbane, 4000
Phone: 3227 7552 ext 77552
ma ilto:maree .blakeney@corptech .qld .gov.au

~'"';

~

Presentatio!]_- Application Product mix- w orkbrain.doc wb_solsheet_publicsector.pdf
~..,i

~

Gartner_Market Scope.pdf
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Gartner RAS Core Research Note GOOi 36862, Gale Daikoku, Jam es Holincheck, 20 January 2006, Ri 647 Oi 282007

(l hi~ r_es~arch ·rocuse~ on ~endor capabilities

U wnhm the <eont ex'i: OJ retail workforce

management Industry interest is expected to
gro~ as Web~based solutions mature and leading
retmlers use technology~optimized worldorces to
improve store productivity and deliver a
differentiated value proposition.

WHAT YOU NEED TO I< NOW
Retail time and labor management is an emerging
marl~et, with few retailers deploying a complete

solution from a single vendor for timekeeping, labor
scheduling and task management. Although several
vendors have developed next-generation Web-based
i~dustry offerings from their core base of managing
trme and attendance, integrated scheduling
functionality and task management capabilities are still
maturing. Forecasting schedules and managing retail
labor to various local, regional and legal business
rules across a diverse base of part-time and salaried
associates are extraordinari.ly challenging for any
retai~er. The project scope and change management
requrred for these projects should not be
underestimated in terms of budget, time and
resources. Trends in retail workforce management will
be discussed in a follow-up document.

MARKETSCOPE
This research project was developed to help our
retail clients identify solution providers who could
assist them with their workforce management
stmtegies, specifically for the store. Selection of
com~anies for evaluation was based on analysts'
ongoing research and knowledge of vendors, as well
as client interest.

Market/Market Segment Descripti on

o

Employee evaluation

o

Compensation/payroll

o

Task management and labor standards

o

Training/e-learning

• Employee separation/off-boarding
The technology and processes that support storelevel time and labor management have existed in
retail for years, often in highly customized packaged
solutions, homegrown applications or paper/manual
processes . As retailers continue to increase their
spending on store-level technology, especially on highspeed connectivity and Web-based solutions to
improve store productivity, many have asked us to help
them identify best-of-breed applications for managing
a large, distributed and churning labor pool.
This MarketScope focuses on a subset of retail
workforce management applications: time and labor
management, which is inclusive of scheduling, time
and attendance, and store task management. Store
task management provides corporate visibility into
store-level execution of tasks and enhances the
design, planning, execution and monitoring of such
projects in stores. We expect task management- a
relatively new capability being delivered via
applications rated in this MarketScope -to drive the
innovation of solutions and benefits reported by
retailers, as this market segment matures.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Retail time and labor vendors that met the following
criteria were invited to brief Gartner for this
MarketScope:
• Can present proof of productized offering for retaii
in general availability or pilot for time/attendance
and/or scheduling and/or task management

Gartner's definition of workforce management in
retail encompasses all the activities and processes
related to an associate's employment terms and
retention, including:

• Has several installed customers, including at least
five retail customers with more than 25 percent of
stores installed

• Recruitment

• Can provide at least three retail customer
references

• Employee on-boarding
• Labor budgets
• Labor schedules

• Is engaged in selling and supporting solutions for
time/attendance and/or scheduling and/or task

• Timekeeping/time capture
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management solutions directly to retailers in the
U.S., Can ada and Western Europe

Rating for Overall Mai>ket/Marl<et Segment
Overall Marl<et Rating: Prom ising
We rate this market as "promising," because Webbased offerings are relatively new and still maturing.
Gmtner does not expect task management to remain
a stand-alone solution as currently deployed for
much longer, since the value of workforce

management for retail is in linking schedules driven
by store budgets to workload assignments (tasks) to
be completed within a particular shift assignment.
Many of the time and labor management vendors are
already moving to extend or acquire capabiliti es for
task management beyond their core scheduling and
time/attend ance footprints. We expect the vend ors to
continue refining their complete offerings, as well as
articulate how th ey address store task ma nagement
in future releases.

Evaluation Criteria
Table 1. Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation Criteria

Comment

Weighting

Market Understanding

Ability of the vendor to understand retailers' wants and
needs and to translate those into products and services.
Vendors that show the highest degree of vision listen and
understand retailers' desires, and can shape or enhance
those with their added vision.

Standard

Marketing Strategy

A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated throughout the organization and externalized
through the Web site, advertising, customer programs and
positioning statements.

Standard

Offering (Product) Strategy

The vendor's approach to product development and delivery
that emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology
and feature set as they map to current and future requirements important to the retail store operations environment.

High

Innovation

Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of
resources, expertise or capital for investment, consolidation,
defensive or preemptive purposes.

Low

Product/Service

Core goods and services offered by the vendor that serve
the retail time and labor solution market. This includes current produclfservice capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills
and more, whether offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and
detailed in the subcriteria.

High

Overall Viability (Business Unit, Financial,
Strategy, Organization)

Includes an assessment of the overall organization's fin ancial health, the linanclal and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood of the individual business unit
to continue investing in the product, to continue offering the
product and to advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

High

Customer Experience

Relationships, products and services/programs that enable
clients to be successful with the products evaluated.
Specifically, this includes how customers receive technical
support or account support, as well as ancillary tools, custamer support programs (and the quality thereof), and availability of user groups. Vendors were also evaluated on the
quality of, and ability to schedule a discussion with, designated references as part of this evaluation.

Standard

Source: Gartner (January 2006)

© 2006 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All rights reserved. Reproduction of this publication in any form without prior written permission is forbidd en. lhe information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Gartner disclaims all warranties as to th e accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such informatio n. Gartner shall have no liabil ity for errors, omissions or inadequacies in the informatio n contained herein or for interpretations th ereof. Th e reader assumes sole responsibility for the selection of
these materials to achieve its intended results. The opinions expressed herei n are subject to change without notice.
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Figure I. MarketScope for Retail Time anc1 Labm Applications, 2H05
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Table 2. Vendor Time and Labor Offerings
Time and
Attendance

Budgeting

Forecasting

Scheduler

Task
Management

Reporting/
Analytics

Employee
Self-Service

BlueCube
Software

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CyberShift

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No- In development

Yes

Yes

JDA Software
Group

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

l<ronos

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Workforce Central

Yes

Yes

LRM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No-

PeopleSofl
Enterprise Time
& Labor,
Oracle EB S
Time & Labor

Ye s

Yes

No-In
developmenl

No

Yes

Yes

Park City
Group

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YesAction Board

Yes

No

Reflexis
Systems

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SAP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes SAPBI

Yesmy SAP
ERP HCM

StorePerform

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

To max

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WorkPlace
Systems

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YesActivity
Tracking module

Yes

Yes

Worl<braln

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nol produclized
bul can define
aclivilies wilhin
shills in scheduler

Yes - Workbrain
Intelligence

Yes

Oracle

Source: Gartn er (January 2006)
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Vendor l?r()duct/Service Analysis
BlueCube Software
BlueCube, a private company, was built from
intellectual prope1iy and resources divested from
Radiant Systems. BlueCube's customer base spans
grocery, specialty and convenience stores. Its older
client/server offering, Visual Labor Management
(VLM), has an installed base that includes several
thousand retail sites managing time and labor for
more than a million employees. BlueCube's Webbased solution, BlueCube Enterprise, is one of the
most-complete end-to-end time and labor
management solutions. Reference customers have
been impressed with its scheduling algorithms, ease
of use and integrated learning management system.
Blue~ube is based on Microsoft .NET technology,
and 1t uses math-based integer and linear
programming to optimi ze schedules against defined
constraints. BlueCube differentiators include its
integmted learning management system and the
availability of an integrated Task Manager
component. BlueCube is appropriate for retailers of
all sizes - including those with a union presence and should be on the shortlist for retailers seeking a
single integrated solution and willing to work with the
vendor to evolve the newer task management piece.

Rating: Positive

CyberShiH
CyberShift is relatively new to the retail market. It
has one major customer reference for which it has
implemented time and attendance and is in the
process of rolling out labor scheduling. CyberShift's
Web-based solution, Workforce Management 3G
Suite, has had some success in other industries
most notably manufacturing. CyberShift has an ASP
model available. Customers have been impressed by
its ability to handle very complex pay rules in time
and attendance and by its J2EE-based architecture.
The functionality of the product is strong for time and
attendance, but still unproven for labor scheduling
and task management for retail organizations.
CyberShift's recent pa1inership with Ceridian
provides a distribution channel to reach midsize
companies. In addition, it recently acquired Necho to
expand its product portfolio. It had created a
partnership with Triversity to provide credibility to
retailers; however, Triversity's recent acquisition by
SAP reduces the effectiveness of this channel.
CyberShift is most appropriate for retailers that want
a strong time and attendance solution and are willing

to work with the vendor to evolve its labor scheduling
and task management capabilities.

Raiing:Caution

JDA Softwm e Group
JDA is known for its retail modules, many gained
through acquisitions (such as lntactix, E3 and Arthur).
JDA's entry into workforce management is no
different. In January 2004, JDA purchased the
intellectual property and assets of Timera Retail
Solutions to expand its JDA Portfolio product suite.
Despite JDA's Microsoft .NET strategy for enterprise
applications, Portfolio Workforce Management
(PWM) is JDA's Web-based solution·that is J2EE
compliant, consistent with JDA's store systems
architecture strategy. JDA has a good user interface
that enables managers to review and adjust time
stamps, scheduling and forecasting based on current
or projected demand volume. The application can
also provide visibility and reporting for role-based
tasks and labor standards, even though task
management is not a formal capability highlighted in
the application.
JDA's prime weakness has been the marketing of its
capabilities for time and labor management. Although
other JDA applications are targeted toward Tier 2
retailers, larger retailers are using the PWM product.
The application is implemented across a wide range
of retailers, with many locations and managers
overseeing associates in multiple roles/depa1iments.
JDA is a prime candidate for retailers that are already
utilizing JDA's merchandising applications, as
integration is facilitated by the portfolio approach, and
that are willing to work with JDA to develop the task
management capabilities and rep01iing for their
environment.

Rating: Positive

l<ronos
Kronos has a long track record in retail for both labor
scheduling and time and attendance. It was a little
later than some competitors in providing a Webbased labor scheduling solution, but it has made up
for that lost time and now has as strong a set of
customer references for an end-to-end time and labor
solution as any vendor in the market. Kronos has
references in major segments of retail (specialty, big
box, department stores and grocery), as well as for a
wide range of store sizes.
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Kronos for Retail is built on a J2EE architecture, and
the offering has a very good time and attendance
capability. In addition, initial customers of the Webbased scheduling solution were very positive
regarding the speed and accuracy of generated
schedules. The Workforce Central Activities module
can be used tor task management, but there has
been limited use of Kronos for task management by
customers. Kronos has a strong presence in retail
and is a major vendor in time and labor management
software. Kronos for Retail time and labor
management solutions are appropriate for retailers of
· all sizes in all segments .

Rating: Strong Posil:ive

lRM (Labor !Resource

M a n~g e[lne nt

Inc.)

LRM, a small private company based in Illinois, sells
a packaged workforce management solution
primarily focused on schedu ling (forecasts and
budgets). The application is installed in a couple
dozen U.S.-based retailers, with a sign ificant base of
grocery customers. LRM does have a Web-based
scheduling product; however, it does not appear to
have announced any recent, new customers. LRM is
most appropriate for midsize chains or regional
grocers.

Rating: Caution
Oracle
Oracle has a number of good pieces that can provide
a complete Web-based time and labor management
solution for retail. The Oracle E-Business Suite
(EBS) and PeopleSoft Enterprise (ETL) product lines
each have time and attendance so lutions; however,
PeopleSoft has more customers. Oracle recently
announced the acquisition of th e intellectual property
of TempoSoft, and Gartner believes general
availabil ity of Oracle Workforce Scheduling as a
stand-alone product will be in i HOG. TempoSoft was
well -regarded in labor scheduling before going
bankrupt. In addition, Oracle has closed on a
definitive agreement to acquire 360Commerce. Only
a few companies are using 360Commerce's
schedu ling solution, and Gartner expects Oracle to
support those customers and to move this IP into its
Oracle Workforce Scheduling product.
Customer references for PeopleSoft ETL were
relatively positive about its capabilities. Oracle EBS
and PeopleSoft ETL are most appropriate for
retailers using those respective human resource

management system (HRMS) solutions. Oracle's
Workforce Scheduling is appropriate for retailers that
want deterministic, not heuristic, schedule
optimization. Retailers should consider evaluating
Oracle's time and labor solutions, but be aware of
Oracle's intent to bring the different pieces together
and move them ultimately to the Fusion Applications
product set.

Rating: Promising

Pmk City Group
Park City is a public company with business
performance management solutions and workflows
for retailing. Its time and labor management
capabilities consist of ActionManager (Scheduler,
Forecaster and TimeMeter). Its Action Board is a rulebased display that can be configured to deliver alerts
and task management for managers in a store. Its eform capability can be used to improve
communication of policies and procedures. Park City
does not currently have a Web-based application tor
centralizing the time and labor management process,
but were expected to release something at YE05.
Most of its customers are U.S.-based retailers, in
grocery or food service/convenience. Park City had a
partnership with CRS Retail to expand its presence in
specialty retailing; however, the Epicor acquisition will
likely stall any further progress. Park City is very
focused on retail, though we did not speak to any
recent customer references for this evaluation. Park
City is most appropriate for smaller or regional
grocers/food retailers with at least 50, and up to
hundreds of, locations that are not necessarily
interested in a Web-based sol ution.

Raiing:Cauiion
Re·flexis Systems
Reflexis is a private company focused on store-level
execution via its task management application. While
most other retail time and labor vendors focu s on
integrating timekeeping and scheduling, Reflexis
Workforce Management focuses on task
management to provide management visibility to
store/associate-level activities. The Reflexis
architecture is based on J2EE standards and
delivered via a fai1·1y simple, user-friendly Web-based
implementation. To date, Reflexis task managen1ent
has been deployed as a stand-alone application for
several retailers in the U.S. and a couple of
European retailers. Reflexis has recently expanded
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its time and labor capabilities and is offering labor
scheduling (forecasting of budgets and workloads) to
increase its footprint in the store.
We expect Retlexis to continue developing its
scheduling capabilities, but it currently does not have
a complete time and labor solution. Reflexis is most
appropriate for large retailers with many store-level
roles/departments that are wil ling to work with the
vendor to evo lve its integrated labor scheduling and
task management offering for their environment.

Rating: Promising

SAP
SAP provides both labor scheduling and time and
attendance so lutions to retail customers. It entered
the retail labor scheduling market with a
client/server-based solution after its acquisition of
Campbell Software in -1999. SAP rewrote that
solution using the NetWeaver technology stack and
in 2004 introduced its Web-based Multisite
Workforce Deployment (WFD) Suite. Though many
customers are using the client/setver solution
acquired from Campbell, there are only a few
production customers for WFD. The early feedback
from WFD customers is generally positive. In
add ition, few customers that use the Campbell
solution use SAP for time and attendance. SAP has
all the pieces required for a retail time and labor
management solution. However, it must complete
more customer deployments of not only WFD, but
also an end-to-end time and labor management
solution. Gartner expects general availability of WFD
2.0 in June 2006. SAP's time and labor management
solutions are most appropriate for retailers that want
to standardize on the SAP for Retail product suite.

Rating: Promising

StorePerform
StorePerform, a private company founded in 2002,
has been very focused on task management to ·
streamline business processes and communication
for several leading U.S.-based retailers, and it also
has a couple of large projects under way in Western
Europe. StorePerform remains committed to
developing its task management capabilities and
partnering with other vendors or integrators to enable
a more-complete time and labor management
footprint (rather than building out time/attendance or
scheduling capabilities).
·

Task management as delivered in the Web-based
StorePerform Workbench application is a critical part
of true end-to-end workforce management in retail.
The StorePerform user interface is built around a
calendar, which is highly effective in helping store
users understand workloads and prioritized tasks that
can be displayed daily, weekly or by designated
period. StorePerform is best suited for large retailers
committed to streamlining business processes and
communication of initiatives down to the store level or for retailers that already have, or are considering
deploying in parallel, a Web-based schedul ing
application to centralize and standardize workflow
and processes.

Rating: Promising

Tom me
Tomax is a retail-focused private company providing
a number of solution s, including point of sale (POS),
merchandising, and time and labor management
delivered via its Web-based retail.net portal. Its
solution includes time and attendance, scheduling,
and task management capabilities and workflows.
The retail.net user interface is straightforward and
conducive to enabling associate self-service, and its
rule engine is fairly configurable. Tomax is based on
J2EE standards .
Tomax delivers a reasonably complete and integrated
retail time and labor solution, including enabling
associate self-service capabilities. Tomax e-Form and
e-Library, enabled via the portal infrastructure,
demonstrate good points of differentiation. However,
customers we have talked with have implemented
only schedu ling, not time and attendance or task
management. Customers interested in an end-to-end
solution shou ld make sure that they speak with
references with a relevant scope. Most of lomax's
customers are U.S.-based grocers or specialty
retailers. Tomax is suitable for union and nonunion
environments, and it is capable of managing
schedu les for multiple departments.

Rating: Promising

World:Hain Inc.
The Workbrain for Retail solution is based on a J2EE
architecture and has been deployed in several highvolume retailers tor time and attendance . In addition,
a few retailers have deployed labor scheduling, time
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and attendance, and self-service. Workbrain 5.0 has
some task management functionality built into the
solution; however, some customers have chosen to
work with task management specialists. Workbrain
innovations include Workbrain Express, which is
appropriate for smaller retailers (fewer than 3,000
employees) and is sold through partners (such as
Ultimate Software Group). In addition, Workbrain is
the first vendor to offer a full-featured Web-based
workforce planning and budgeting solution as pa1t of
its suite.
Though Workbrain also offers its solution s in vertical
markets other than retail, it has been successfu l to
date in the retail time and labor management
software market. Workbrain for Retail is appropriate
for retailers seeking strong labor schedu ling and time
and attendance functionality that can scale to large
volumes.

Rating: Strong Positive
WorkPlace Sys tems International
WorkPl ace Systems is a U.K.-based vendor th at
offers labor scheduling and time and attendance
solutions across many vertical markets, including
retail. WorkPlace Workforce Management has the
largest multinational Web-based deployment of retail
labor scheduling and time/attendance, and it has
solid functionality for both. However, it is not
particularly strong in task management. The solution
supp01ts a J2EE architecture, and customers have
commented positively on the scalability and flexibility
of the solution.
WorkPlace Systems has little presence in the North
American market, but the recent acquisition of labor
standards and consulting provider LSI Consulting will
provide an increased presence there. Multinational
retailers that want a scalable, flexible labor
schedu ling and time/attendance solution should
consider WorkPlace Systems.

Rating: Positive
Gartner MarketScope Defined
Gartner's MarketScope provides specific guidance
for users who are deploying, or have deployed,
products or services. A Gartner MarketScope rating
does not imply that the vendor meets all, few or none
of the evaluation criteria. The Gartner MarketScope

evaluation is based on a weighted evaluation of a
vendor's products in comparison with the evaluation
criteria. Consider Ga1tner's criteria as they apply to
your specific requirements. Contact Gartner to
discuss how this evaluation may affect your specific
needs.
In the below table, the various ratings are defined:

MarketScope Rat ing Framework
Strong Positive
Is solid provider of strategic products, services or
solutions.
• Customers: Continue investments.
• Potential customers: Consider this vendor a strong
strategic choice.

a

PosHive
Demonstrates strength in specific areas, but is largely
opportunistic.
• Customers: Continue incremental investments .
• Potential customers: Put this vendor on a shortlist
of tactical alternatives.
Promising
Shows potential in specific areas; however, initiative
or vendor has not fully evolved or matured.
• Customers: Watch for a change in status and
consider scenarios for short- and long-term impact.
• Potential customers: Plan for and be aware of
issues and opportunities related to the evolution
and maturity of this initiative or vendor.

Caution
Faces challenges in one or more areas.
• Customers: Understand challenges in relevant
areas; assess sho11- and long-term benefit/risk to
determine if contingency plans are needed.
• Potential customers: Note the vendor's challenges ·
as part of due diligence.
Strong Negative
Has difficulty responding to problems in multiple
areas.
• Customers: Exit immediately.
• Potential customers: Consider this vendor only if
there are no alternatives.
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IBM- Wednesday 1t h October 2007, 9.00 am- 11 .00 am
App ~ icZJ.tion

1.

Product Mix - Workb rain comceptual model

Please outline the Workbrain model proposed to manage awards within
the Queensland Government, including:
o

The Workbrain products

o

The end user experience- (ESS I Workbrain)

o

Manag ing time entitlements

o

Managing not time award components

o

Differentiation for rostering Agencies and non rostering Agencies

o

Integration points between Workbrain and SAP and how these will
work, including the level of real time integration.

o

The area (percentage I Number) of award rules that would be
configured in Workbrain and those which would still need to be
configured in SAP?

o

Would there be any awards I rules that would need to be
configured in both SAP and Workbrain?

2.

How do you propose to source skilled Workbrain resources?

3.

How do you ensure the availability of the Workbrain product?

4.

What add itional infrastructure is required?

Attached are a Gartner Report and \Norkbrain Public Sector information brief
-please comment on these documents if applicable.
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The President's Management Agenda (PMA) has
challenged the federal government to operate
m~re efficiently and cost effectively than ever
before. The agenda calls for federal agencies to
increose budget and performance integration,
enhance th e strategic monagement of human
capitC!I, and expond th e citizen-centric reoch of
electronic government services.
Th e challenge is porticularly acute becouse federal
government e mployee processes are typicolly
manoged by disconnected, disparate systems
requiring significcmt manual intervention . Time
tracking, pay rule calculation, and employee
scheduling processes lack standardization, even
within agencies. The potential results are
inaccurate payrolls, violations of union rules and
labor laws, and lack of visibility into workforce
performcmce.
With labor being their largest single controllable
expense, federal agencies must improve their
employee processes and workforce manctgement
systems to transform themselves and meet the
president's challenge.

r the ublie ector
Workbrain Solutions fo r Public Sector
Workbrain offers a workforce manogement
solution uniquely tailored to move federal
agencies towards reform . Workbroin addresses
the upstream processes that feed employee pay,
and optimizes th e deployment and management
of employees to support th e PMA.

Meet Unique Requirements with COTS
Time and Attendance requirements vary
significantly within th e federol government. The
Legislative, Judi cial, and Executive branches each
hove differing laws governing th ese payroll
processes. Furthermore, agencies and
departments within these branches have
additional unique needs. The fed era l government
must meet th ese unique requirements within OMB
Policy (Circular A 130) constraints, requiring the
maximum use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
technology.
Workbrain provides the benefits of commercially
available applications while providing the most
configurable solution in the industry. As a result,
agencies can comply with circular A130 and
accommodate unique business practices without
customizations to core code.

The Benefits of Workbrain ·solutions:
Highly Configurable COTS Solution
• Match your agency's processes
• Configure user templates and
interfaces
• Automate 100% of your complex
pay rules without custom code

Proven Scalability
• Web-based, J2EE architecture
• Independently proven to support
organizations from 2,000 to
500,000 employees in a sing le
• database in sta nce
Integrate with l egacy and Federal
Systems
• Seamless integration to NFC and
ERP backbone, i.e. PeopleSoft,
Oracle, SAP

Increased O perational Effectiveness
• Improve payroll accuracy and labor
pay compliance
• Reduce supervisor time spent on
administrative tasks
• Provide tactica l and strategic
insights for all levels of
manage ment
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Stability and Scalabi lity

Solution Components

Workbrain's proven performance capabilities
make it the industry standard for organizations
with large, disparate workforces. In dependent

Focused on your speed to success, Workbrain
solutions deliver a fully integrated workforce
management system to meet th e President's
Management Agendct.

testing has established Workbrain's industryleadil)g scalability- the solution is proven to
support warkforces of 500,000 employees with
sub-seco nd response times, in a sin gle datobctse
instonce.
Workbrain applications are built using
industry-standard J2EE"·' web architecture, which
ensures scalability, rapid deployment, and low
lifecycle cost. The system's open architecture and
integration tools allow seomless interface to
existing ERP and legacy systems, delivering
continued benefits without costly third party
interface solutions or middl eware. Workbroin
customers include the world's largest, and most
complex private and public sector workforces.

Workbrain Time and Attendance
Workbrctin is the leading Time and Attendance
solution for large, complex orgonizations. It is the
only solution tho! ctutomotes 100% of poy rules
and centralizes zero-to-gross pay functionality.
Workforce Scheduling
Workforce Scheduling creates optimal employee
schedules that ctccount for employee skil ls,
qualifications and preferences. The integration of
scheduling with tim e and ctttendonce improves
efficiency and dolo ctccuracy.
Workforce Absence
Workbroin Workforce Absence delivers a complete
absence management and attendonce monitoring
solution that outomotes and integrates the entire
absence and leave management process.
Workbra in Intelligence
Workbrain delivers stole-of-the-art reporting and
analytic cctpabilities, including real-time alerts ond
mctnag ement doshboards. These tools al low
managers to make informed workforce decisions,
even as an agency's priorities change.
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La chlan

To Kevin Keogh <Kevin.Keogh@infor.com>

Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM

cc Paul Surprenant/ Australia/IBM@IBMAU

24/10/2007 12: 13 PM
Default custom expiration
date of 23/ 10/2008

bee
Subject Fw: CorpTec h. Workbrain Performance Metrics

Kevin,
CorpTech is chasing the contact details o f the person at Qa ntas regarding awards. Are you
able to cover this off asap?
I have a number of meetings from now until about 5pm. Please liaise w ith Paul on this.
Th anks
Lachlan Bloomfi eld
Public Sector Lea d, Qu ee nsland
IBM Glo bal Busin ess Services

~

Level 5, IBM Centre, 348 Edwa rd St, Brisbane, QLD 4 000

m

!i
II
~

+61417 605 084
+61 7 3213 2 063
+61 7 3013 4190

loch lan.bloomfield@aul.i bm.com

-Forwarded by Lochlan Bloomfield/Australia/IBM on 24/10/200711:12 AMFrom:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Maree.Biakeney@corptech.qld.gov.au
Paul Surprenant/ Australia/IBM@IBMA U
Lachlan Bloomfield/ Australia/IBM@IBMA U
24/10/200709:25 AM
Re: Fw: Corp Tech. Workbrain Performance Metrics

HI Paul and Lachl a n,
Further to the information you have provided below regarding Workbrain ,
the evalua tion panel members that a ttended the Workbrain session were
expectin g the details for a technical referee from Qantas -regarding the
complexity of the ir aviation awards.

If you are able to provide this, can you please send the contact details
throu g h today.

C heers
Moree
Moree Blakeney
Manager, Resource Management Unit

============================================================
Fin Busin ess Ad min & Contracts I Corp Te c h
Level 6, 61 Mary Street, Brisbane, 4000
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Level 6, 61 Mary Street, Brisbane, 4000
Phone: 3227 7552 ext 77552
mailto:maree.blakeney@corptech .qld.gov.au

============================================================

Paul Surprenant
<Paui.Surprenant @
au 1.ibm .com>
To
Maree.Biakeney@corptech.qld.gov.au
cc
19/10/2007 12: 17
PM
Lachlan Bloomfield
<lochlan .bloomfield@au1.ibm.com>
Subject
Fw: CorpTech. Workbrain Performance
Metrics

Hi Moree,
Please fin d a ttached summary Worbrain performance test results conducted by
the IBM Customer Benchmark Centre. Th e IBM worldwide benchmark centers
perform application benchmarks c ustomised to specific installatio ns as well
as generalised application benchmarks. In this case, th e latter applied.

The tests were conducted independently of any work we are proposing for
Corp Tech . Workbrain requested them in early 2007 in response to requests
for information from existing and potential customers about th e scalability
of its application architecture . They were performed on two different
platforms.
The reports are at a summary level. The findin gs that pertain to our
discussions on Wednesday (e.g., load times) ca n be found under Batch
Transaction Response Times.
We have requested the detailed IBM reports, though we believe th e results
in the summary reports speak directly to th e q uestions raised in our
session . It may take a few days to get th e original reports .
If you ha ve any questions, please feel free to co ntact Lachla n or me.
With regards,

Paul Surprenant
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Paul Surprenant
(61) 2 9478 8455 office
70 88455 Tieline
(61) 4019937 11 mobile
Paui.Surpl·enant@aul.ibm.com

(See attached fi le: WhitePaper-Workbrain Certified zOS-DB2 Benchmark.pdf)
(See attached fi le: WhitePaper-Workbrain Certified AIX-Oracle
Bench mark.pdf)
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Certified Benchmark

The performance and scalability of Workbrain's solutions have been validated through large benchmarks and, more
importantly, field-tested by some of the world's largest organizations: With an average client employee size
exceeding 20,000 employees, Workbrain solutions are trusted to support large data volumes and high user
concurrency.
This document describes an indicative benchmark conducted on Workbrain 5 at the IBM Customer Benchmark
Center in Poughkeepsie, New York.

Summary of Benchmark Results
The benchmark demonstrated an average response time under 2.6 seconds with 3,000 simulated concurrent users.
Users performed Time and Attendance functions against a database containing 780,000 employees. The Workbrain
application performed consistently and steadily throughout the benchmark. A concurrent user is defined as a user
signed onto the application and performing work.
Eight application server instances were used on eight CPUs. CPU utilization on the physical application servers
averaged 36%. Memory utilization on the physical application servers averaged 6.5 GB. CPU utilization on the
physical database server averaged 40%.

Benchmark Environment
The benchmark was conducted on Workbrain's IBM Midrange platform combination comprised of the following
hardware and system software:

System Software Specification

Operating System

AIX 5L 5.3

Application Server

WebSphere 5.1.1.5

Database Server

Oracle 10G Release 2 (10.2.0.1)

Web Server

IBM IHS 2.0.47
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Hardware Specification

App Servers (2)

P595

8GB

4 x 1.9GHz

36GB Internal

Report Server

P595

8GB

4x 1.9 GHz

36GB Internal

Web SeNers

P595

8GB

4 x 1.9 GHz

36GB Internal

Database SeNer

P595

64GB

8 x 1.9 GHz

2TB Net, Ds8300, RAID 5

Batch Server

P595

32GB

8x1.9GHz

Connected to SAN

Benchmark Execution
Mercury Interactive's Load Runner product was used as the benchmark ·driver to simulate concurrent users.
Concurrent users were added every three seconds until full concurrency was achieved. Once the benchmark
environment reached a steady state, average response times for each business transaction were measured.

Benchmark Design
In order to conduct the benchmark, Workbrain selected nine typical business processes. Each of these processes
comprised a complete business function, such as editing a timesheet, submitting a vacation request or viewing a
work schedule. Each business process was then broken down into its component business transactions. For
example, the daily timesheet in line edit is comprised of view daily timesheet followed by submitting changes. Finally,
business processes were further characterized as either online transactions or batch.

Daily Timesheet lnline Editing
View Daily Timesheet
Edit Daily Timesheet

Weekly Timesheet

ETM View Schedule
View work schedule for week, month or day

Time Code Exception Report

View Weekly Timesheet
Edit Weekly Timesheet

View Time Code Exception Report

ETM Vacation Request
Submit Vacation Request
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HR Interface

Clock Processi n g
Punch processing simulation totaling 8000
swipes

Payroll Export

Execute Standard HR Refresh for 250,000
employees

Start of Day Process

Execute payroll export process for 250,000
employees

Execute start of day process for 50 ,000
employees for one week

Weighting of Online Transactions
Each of th e online tran sactions were weighted as described in the table below to simulate a typical client
environment.

Edit Daily Timesheet

1%

Time Code Exception Report

9%

ETM View Work Schedule

59%

ETM Vacation Request

15%

Weekly Times heet

16%

Workbrain Application Setup
Localization and Ul Customization
The application was configured in a manner consistent with a typi cal Workbrain implementation . Seven days of data
are displayed for the daily and weekly timesheets.

Database Setup
780,000 employees including supervisors
2,500 supervisors
2,500 teams
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Bus iness Ru les
Complexity and configuration of pay rules impact the performance of many Time and Attendance functions. The
application configuration included a representative set of Worl<brain pay rules as indicated in the table below.

Grace rul e

Shift prem ium rule

Late left early rule

Daily overtime rul e

Authorization rule

Guarantee rule

Holiday premium pay rule

Recall rule

Weekly overtime rule

Work detail rounding rule

Benchmark Results

Max Virtual Users

3000

Duration

2 hours, 53 minutes and 30 seconds

Database Server CPU Average Utilization

40%

Physical Application Server 1 CPU Average Utilization

35%

Physical Application Server 2 CPU Average Utilization

37%

Web Server CPU Average Utilization

3%

Total Thro ughput (bytes)

79,986,263,735

Average Throughput (bytes/second)

7,682,861

Total Hits

8,452,927

Average Hits per Second

811 .923
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Online Transaction Response Times

Vi ew Daily Timesheet

2.594

Edit Daily T imesheet

0.993

V iew Weekly Timesheet

0.790

Ed it Weekly Timesheet

1.283

ETM Vacation Request

1.753

ETM View work schedule (for the week, month or
day)

1.346

View Time Code Exception Report

0.788

Batch Transaction Response Times

Clock Processing

8000 clock punches processed in one hour

Payroll Export

250,000 employees exported in 15 minutes

HR Interface

250,000 employees imported in 10 mi nutes

Start of Day Process

Start of day for 1 week with 50,000 employees
completed in 1.5 hou rs.
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Average CPU uti lizatio n application and database servers averaged was les then 41% CPU. Average
CPU utilization on the web server was less t hen 3%.
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Database Server Memory Usage
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45GB was consumed during this test with 20GB free at the end of test.
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Certified Benchmark

As a global leader in Workforce Management, Workbrain is committed to delivering high performance solutions th at
meet our customers' expectations.
Workbrain benchmarks demonstrate our software's performance characteristics with large data volumes and high
user concurrency.

Summary o"f Benchmark Results
The benchmark was conducted in 2007 at the IBM Customer Benchmark Center in Poughkeepsie, New York.
For the purposes of the benchmark, a "concurrent user" is a user signed on to th e application and performing work.
The benchmark simulated a customer with 250,000 employees and 4000 concurrent users running Workbrain Time
and Attendance and online Reporting fun ctions. The reporting functions were limited to 40 concurrent users . Clock
processing was performed as a batched task in the background .
At full concurrent user load, the average respons e tim e for Time and Attendance online transactions was 0.54
seconds. The Workbrain application performed consistently and steadily. All transaction response times were und er 2
seconds, with the exception of the following large tran sactions:
Submit daily timesheet edits (3.0 seconds)
Online repots load enormous amount of data to the screen and are typically used in low concurrency. The average
Load Report response time at 40 concurrent users was 60 seconds.
Four application server instances were used on 16 CPUs. The CPU utilization on the application servers averaged
50%. Th e Report Server CPU utilization was near 90%, which is a typical behavior of Cognos reports . Memory
utilization per application server averaged 5.0 GB . The memory utilization of the report and scheduler server was
less than 1.5GB.
The database server CPU utilization averaged 70%.

Benchmark Environment
The benchmark was conducted on the IBM tested configuration. This comprises the following hardware and system
software:

Operatin g Platform Specifications
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Operating System (Application Server)

AIX 5L V5.3

Operating System (Database Server)

Z/OS V1 .7

Application Server

WebSphere 5.1.1 .9
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Database Server

DB2 V8.1

Web Server

IHTTP Server 2. 0.47

Hardware Platform Specifi cations

App Servers (4)

p595

32GB

16 x 2.3GHz

36GB Internal

Report Servers (2)

P595

16 GB

8 x2.3 GHz

36GB Intern al

Web Servers (2)

P595

8GB

8 x 2.3 GHz

36GB Interna l

Batch Server

P595

16GB

8 x 2.3 GHz

50GB Internal

Database Server

R07/S07

64GB

16

Fiber Channel Storage 2.5 TB

Benchmark Execution
Mercury Interactive's Load Runn er 8.1 product was used as the benchmark driver, simulating concurrent users. Two
co ncurrent users were added every one second until full co ncu rren cy was achieved .
·
Once the benchmark environment reached a steady state, average response times for each business transaction
were measured .

Benchmark Design
In order to conduct the benchmark, Workbrain selected 6 typica l business processes. Each of these processes
comprised a complete business function, such as editing a timeshee t, submitting overtime, or viewing a report. Each
business process was th en broken down into its component bu siness tran sactions (which might be view the
timesheet, followed by submit chang es to the timesheet). Finally, bu siness processes we re further characterized as
either online tran sactions or batch .

Daily Timesheet lnline Editing
View Daily Timesheet
Edit Daily Timesheet
Submit Daily Timesheet

ETM View Schedule
View work schedule for a week

ETM Clocl< In/Out

Weekly Timesheet
View Weekly Tim esheet
Edit Weekly Tim esheet
Save Weekly Tim esheet

C lock In and Out
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Daily Employee Overtim e Rep01t

Employee Information

Load Report for a Team

Load Report for a Team

Clock Processing

HR Interface

Punch processing sim ulation totaling
20,000 swipes .

Execute Standard HR Refresh for 50,000
employees

Payroll Exp01i

Full Recalculation

Execute payroll export process for 250,000
employees for 2 weeks

Execute full recalculation process for
250,000 employees for one week.

Weighting of Onl ine Transactions
Each of th e online transactions was weighted as descri bed in th e table below to simu late a typical customer
environment.
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Edit Dai ly Timesheet

30%

Edit Weekly Timesheet

20%

ETM View Work Schedule

30%

ETM Clock In/Out

20%

Online Reports

1%

Workbrain Appli cation Setup
Localization and Ul Cust omization
Localization was configured in a typical fashion . 7 days of data are displayed for the daily and weekly timesheets.

Database Setup
•
•
•

250, 000 employees includ ing supervisors.
25,000 supervisors
25,000 teams
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Business Ru les
Th e application configuration includes a representative set of business rules. The se can range in complexity. The
quantity and complexity of th e rul es can impact application performance and response time. The test included the
following rul es; customized rules are excl uded .

Round Clocks Rule

Work Detail Rounding Rule

Holiday Pay Rule

Daily Overtime Rule

Weekly Overtime Rule

Graces Rule

Detailed Benchmark Results
Thi s section comprises all benchmark results:

Summ ary of Benchm ark Results

Max Virtual Users

4000

Ramp-up

2 users per second

Duration

1 hour, 15 minutes

Database Server CPU Averag e
Utilization

71 .5%

Physical Application Server 1 CPU
Average Utilization

50.3%

Physical Application Server 2 CPU
Average Utilization

50.2%

Physical Application Server 3 CPU
Average Utilization

50.4%

Physical Application Server 4 CPU
Average Utilization

49.8%

Physical Web Server 1 CPU Average
Utilization

11.1%

Physical Web Server 2 CPU Average
Utilizatio n

5.4%

Physica l Report Server 1 CPU
Average Utilization

85.8%
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Physical Report Server 2 CPU
Average Utilization

87.2%

Scheduler Server CPU Average
Utilization

48.4%

Total Throughput (bytes)

50,988,077,429

Aver·age Throughput (bytes/second)

11,213,564

Total Hits

3,925,723

Average Hits per Second

863 .37

Transactions Passed

1,892,664

Transactions Failed

2,272

Online Transacti on Response Times

View Daily Timesheet

1.94

Submit Daily Timesheet

3.03

View Weekly Timesheet

0.32

Save Weekly Timesheet

2.28

ETM Clock In

0.24

ETM Clock Out

0.26

ETM View Work Schedule (for the week)

0.22

ETM View Work Schedule (for the day)

0.22

Load Daily Employee Overtime Report

67.94

Lo ad Employee Information Report

50.84

Batch Transaction Respon se Times
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Threads

Clock Proce-ssing

220,000 clock punches processed iri one hour

20

Payroll Export

250,000 employees exported in 45 minutes (2 weeks)

10

HR Interface

250,000 employees imported in 2 hours (1 year)

1

Full Recalculation

250,000 employees in 20 minutes (1 week)

10

1, I
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